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ALHUQUEKQUE, NEW MEXICO. MONDAY EVENING. JANUAIJV 29. 11)00.

VOLUME 20

TRANSACTIONS

PACKERS WANT

Court Begins the Trial of Statehood Bill Was Re
ported From Senate
This One Particular
Committee Today.

Point.
PROMISED

CHANGES ARE UNIMPORTANT

Packers Imboden and Hill, Denver
Were Advised to Show
Bank Wreckers, Denied
Their Books.
Habeas Corpus.

On This

Promise

GARFIELD WILL PROBABLY, DIFFER CASE

Chicago. Jan.

29.

All effort

by

GOTW

SOCIETY OF

AT WASHINGTON

TO BE IMMUNE

WHAT GARFIELD

ffilfeii

at-

OF

ANTHONY

Washington,

Jan.

29.

MICHALLEK

The

house

torneys in the packers' case, to reach statehood' bill was favorably reported
an agreement upon the facts at issue. to the senate today by Beverldge,
.having failed, the case was resumed chairman of the committee on territoday and the Taking of evidence was tories, by which the bill had been un

LAID TO REST

GLOATS AT THE

York,

For

the

Hero

JOINS MAJORITY

of Two Passes Peacefully Away

Wars Taps Have Been

Jan. 29. Poor,
fashionable society, which
has considered that It has been maligned, criticised and ridiculed for long
years at the hands of Town Topics,
has finally had Us Innings. For a paragraph
Weekly reflecting
upon hla connection with Town Top
ics, Justice Joseph M. Deuel secured
an Indictment against Norman Hap-gooeditorial
writer of Collier's,
whose trial at once put Deuel and Editor W. D. Mann on the gridiron,
where they have been toasted
na
roasted to a turn.
Fair dames and damsels liave en
tered the dingy court house that they
mignt learn how the much whiskered
Colonel Mann likes a dose of his own
medicine. The aristocratic feminine
throng has had a leader In an Astor.
Mrs. Robert Collier was In almost s
constant attendance as her hand- g

at Age of Nearly Eighty-eig-

LAST

SALUTE

ht

Years.

Sounded.
THE

9

DENMARK'S KING

WITH HONORS

TOWN TOPICS' DOWNFALL
New

NUMBER

FIRED MODEL

KING

OF

HISTORY

Small

of Stature tie Had Sons and Grandsons Were SeLion's Heart for Duty's
lected by Other Countries
Demand.
Needing Kings.

d,

THE NATION

HONORS HIS VIRTUES

DAUGHTERS

Washington, Jan. 29. With, full
military honors, the body of Gen.
Joseph Wheeler, veteran of two wars,
was laid to rest today In the national
cemetery at Arlington. Homage was
paid by both the bluo and the gray.
The veterans of tho two conflicts In
which General Wheeler distinguished
himself, personal friends, renresenta- tlves of both branches of congress
and many citizens lolned with the na
tion's military In paying tribute to

MARRIED

EMPERORS

Copenhagen, Jan. 29. King Chrla-tla- n
of Denmark died at 3:30 this afternoon. The king passed away quietly, surrounded by the crown prlnc
and crown princess and their Children,
and hla daughter, the dowager em
press of Russia. The news of hi
majesty's death spread with great
rapidity, and the signs of greatest grief
were to be seen everywhere.'

commenced. The first witness was der consideration in committee for
.Louis C. Krauthoff, of New York, for- - three davs. No announcement
was
nierly general counsel for Armour & made by Beverldge In reporting the
Co. He was placed on the stand to hill. Patterson of Colorado, from the
narrate his Interview with Commls- - 'territories committee, gave notice that
atoner uarneid at me cnicago ciud, i there would be a minority report
April 1J, iwi,- - wnen tne packers ai- lege that Garfield said certain things, IMBODEN AND HILL
the Import of which was that If he
MUST SERVE SENTENCE.
received the information for which he
Washington, Jan. 29. The supremo
(Christian IX, King of Denmark,
asked, the packers should never be court of the United States today re
was born April 8, 1818, and succeeded
Judge Hum- trUBe.i to eran. ieHve to Leonard Imbo- prosecuted criminally.
to the throne of Denmark on the death
phreys ruled that 1f the packers had den nnd j. A, Hill, to file petitions for
of his kinsman, Frederick VII, in 186X
divulged evidence against themselves ' writs of habeas corpus.
They are
His wife, nee Princess of Sweden,
under pressure from the government, under sentence of imprisonment for
died Sept. 29. 1898. His children ax
1
s
it would be competent to show the tea years in the Colorado penitentiary
. ,
Prince Frederick, who will, succeed
nature of the legal advice under which on the charne of wrecking a bank in
him, and who is the father of tho new
iho defendants were acting.
Denver.
king of Norway; Queen Alexandra of
Legal Adviser Testifies.
Great Britain and Ireland; .Kin
The witness described his meeting QUESTION OF CITIZENSHIP
f George of Greece; Dowager JOmpreaa
MANN,
D.
W.
COLONEL
PUBLISHER
OF
TOWN
TOPICS.
with the commissioner as follows:
RAISED ABOUT MEMBERS.
Iagmar. mother of the czat1 of Russia;
Called by New York paper, "Colonel of Industry," because he commanded
Charles G. Dawes telephoned me
Jan. 29. On the meet- Washlnon.
duchess of Cumberland and Prtnc
the
and said that Mr. Garfield was In the nK today of the house It authorized
the captains of industry to give up the "dough."
Waldermar. Through these marriages,
city and asked u 1 desired to meet it election committee No. 1 to take
and those of his grandchildren, th
Osborne, It would have been no more organization of which be is the head
Lt-him. 1 said that I would, and In com- - testimony regarding the charge that
royal family of Denmark Is intimately
nan
pretty
Mrs.
humanely
if
feminine
Colonel
bluff.
hale
Is
Maun
a
and
pany with Samuel McHolierts I called Anthony Mlchallek, elected to con-- t
connected with nearly every reigning;
Collier had not smiled.
looking man, well into the 'CO's. He
Dawes' bRnk. We went to the gress from Illinois, is not a citizen of
house of Europe, The home life t
at- ha
protesting
great
When
the
colonel
NORMAN
a
of
deal
beard
and
white
HAPGOOD.
Chicago club. I was Introduced by, the United States.
the deceased king was a model for sJJ
to
tempted
lifelong
"friendIs
his
given
defend
much
to
cardinal
He
neckties.
reEditor
Weekly,
of
Collier's
who
Dawes to Garfield. After some
whether in palace or cot-- Editor.)
ly associate,"
Justice Deuel, on the was most carefully groomed and gotmarks Gatfleld opened the matter end SENATOR BURTON'S
trial for libeling Judge Deuel, scandal
paper,
gossiping
up
appearance
I
resembled
ten
he
for
his
in
wit
the
CASE IS ADVANCED.
it was discussed nearly two hours.
brought out all of the sensational a human Niagara. Words, words, ness seat. His trousers and frock
AGED TRAGEDIENNE
Washington, Jan. 29. The supreme
Assurances Garfield Made.
testimony about Town Topics.
words poured from hla mouth with a coat were dark, and relieved by
way,
"Garfield stated in a formal
court or the United States today
HAS HAPPY BIRTHDAY
volume that fell Into a whiskered showy waistcoat. He carried his
carerul In his language, ed the motion to advance the case of
substantially this: That the Martin Senator Burton, of Kansas, and Bet some, well groomed husband, In whose whirlpool below. When he was asked overcoat Jauntily over his arm when
weeKiy appeared the article of which the simplest question he attempted to approaching the chair, and held his
GEN. J03. H. WHEELER.
resolution imposed upon him the duty the hearing for April 2, next.
l,
Rome, Jan,
29.
Adelaide
Justice Deuel complained.
lose himself, or perhaps his listeners, Bilk hat In his baud. After seating
r
of investigating the packing industry;
famous Italian tragedy queen.
the
general.
the
Mrs.
dead
body
lay
Collier
Robert
in
Van
The
was
in
of
flood
a
Sarah
answers.'
comfortably
have
must
leaning
himself
well
he
and
HONORS THE DEAD
that in order to do this
eighty-fourt- h
blrth
Over and over again Colonel Mann back, be thought, better of his post state from 10 o'clock this morning Is celebrating her
access to the books of the packers.
VETERAN OF TWO WARS. Alen until a very few years back
day
today,
Italy paid homagai
all
and
2 o'clock this afternoon, at St
was
untir
mother
Her
an
pretested
was
Astor.
a
was
she
When
Chicago
29.
of
purpose
of
he
coming
edge
name
reformer
to
in
tlon
to
.that
Washington,
and moved
of his
His
The
Jan.
the
church. At 2 o'clock brief ser to the venerable artist. Letters and
to gain this access. He said he had General Wheeler was honored In the chose to make a love match with a the deepest dye; that everything thai chair. He squirmed continually while John's
vices were conducted and the solemn telegrams of congratulation arrived
held conferences with the president house today by the passage of a bill man who was not strictly of the ultra his paper printed was with motives giving his testimony.
Norman Hapgood, whose paragraph procession for the cemetery started. for her from all parts of the world
and others In respect to this investi- renaming a street In this city "Wheel- exclusive set. Town Topics acted as for truth and goodness. He told of
though it was personally affronted. the vast sums that had been "given" Is responsible for all the light that After the casket was lowered into the and with them many rare and costly
gation, and that it was of very great er" street.
On the slightest provocation It wrote up to him, but those who Bent the the public haa had in the Town Topics ground a squad fired three volleys presents from her admirers, who
importance. He said ihe was particblistering paragraphs of Mrs. Collier. thousands of dollars, he assured Dls scandal, waa an interested listener to over the grave and taps were sounded. scattered all over the globe. Many ot
ularly anxious that the Investigation MORE MONEY FOR
the letters and gifts clme from Amshould be fair, exhaustive and thorAttorney Jtrorn.
most anx- all that went on. He is tall and del
ELECTION EXPENSES. Witnessing Colonel Mann's flesh
Personally General Wheeler "wa a erica.
ly creeping under the lash of "Jlni'jkus to become atockholders in the icate, poss'bly la liis Urst 30's.
ough, so that the usefulness of the 8neclal to The Evening Cltlsen.
In the evening there will be a specHinall man, weighing about 110 pounds.
department would be shown.
Washington. D. C. Jan. 29. The
tr- - ,
He was the very personification of en- ial performance In honor of the
Advised to Show Book.
1?int statehood bill reported to the
ergy and nerve force. His every ac- gedlenne at the Teatro della- - Vaila.
"I knew the power of his office and senate today has no material amend
tion either in speech or movement was All fashionable Rome will be present
produced a pamphlet, a report of the ment on the Arizona end. save that It SANTA FE SUFFERS
GALLUP GETS FLOW
TWO LANDLORDS ARE
quick, nervous, but the result of de- and many of the most distinguished
secretary of commerce and labor, and gives 1175,000 to pav for elections.
liberation. He was a courteous south- dignitaries of the city will sit wlth-Mmremarked that of course I knew of his
concensus of opinion Is that the
FATAL COLLISION
OF ARTESIAN WATER
Rtstorl and other members of
KILLED IN RUSSIA ern gentleman, very companionable,
power to get information. He again The
bill will pass the senate, but It will
and very Interesting in conversation. her family In her loge. The most famsaid he spoke for the president and roouire work.
His efficient and patriotic service in ous actors of Rome will take part la
that of course we would have the proDelegate Andrews has Introduced a
the war with Spain and his long and the performance, which will be in tha
tection necessary under the law creat- bill to make the Seventh judicial ms
Three Train Men Killed and Muliholland Goes For It and Draped By Revolutionists efficient servieo In the house of rep- nature of an ovation for the great
ing his department:
Senator Elklns
In New Mexico.
resentatives for 18 years won for him actress, now Marntilse del Grille. Tb
"I told him If the law was valid trlct
White
to
the
Manderfield
escorted
public favor and the private esteem many beautiful gifts received by th
Four Passengers Serithere was no doubt he could compel Houbc
Finds It in Dakota
From Their Carriage
of all who were personally acquainted tragedienne will be exhibited on ta
information; that if the results of this
with him. Editor.
stage.
submission to his requirements were
ously Hurt.
Sandstone.
and Butchered.
DAY IS
Mme. Ristorl was born at Civldala,
to be to furnish newspaper notoriety- CARNATIONGENERALLY
OBSERVED.
KANSAS WANT8 BIQ
Italy. On her first appearance In Parts
and litigation, I would of course con- i Washington. D. C, Jan. 29. Under
test the law. He said that the letter the auspices of the Carnation League IN EARLY MORNING HOURS IT COSTS FOUR THOUSAND A
ANNIVERSARY FAIR. in 1855, she was harshly criticised for
MINISTER IS ATTACKED
of the law protected my clients. He which was oreanized to perpetuate the
Topeka, Kan., Jan. 29. Morn than posing as the rival of Rachael. then at
said his department was separate memory
one h'tndred and fifty deletes, rep- the height of her fame. Ristorl w
martyred
from the department of justice and McKlnley,of thetheannlvesary of President
resenting various cIMes and towns In on popular favor, however, and everybirth
the
must necessarily be so, for if it wereLess
Than
Thousand
Feet
KiTiPas, met tudoy In Representative where, especially in the United States
and
Freight
Deep
Collided
Passenger
His
Only
celebrated
Courage
was
president
Prevented
late
His
the
of
affllknown that his department was
;n accordance with a call nent she was received with enthulaam.
Hall
society.
circles
of
In
all
today
here
lated with the department of Justice,
Among her leading parts were FranWith Loss of Life and
Water Is Pure
but
the
out. from tere, to consider ths 'propoMc
Assassination
of
by
favorite
flowers
Carnations,
the
of course people would not give him
celebrating the fiftieth an- ceses- dl Rimini. Maria Stuart, Pia del
sition
of
everywhere,
Klnley,
In
evidence
were
information
and Soft.
Property.
niversary of Kansas' statehood by a Tolorael, Myrrha. Phaedra, Judith and
Crazy Man.
Krauthoff declared that acting on and there were few men In or around
large expostlon in the year 1911. The Lady Macbeth. The Inst character shot
carna
capitol.
wear
not
did
who
further assurance of protection from the
plan
has been agitated for Borne time, played in America with Edwin Booth.
buttonhole.
in
tions
the
Commissioner Garfield, he advised
'Special
Topeka,
Evening
Kan.,
to
29.
6
The
Jan.
Train
No.
Citizen.
until lately have the citizens She retired from the English stage In
not
but
Copenhagen,
29.
Co.,
Jan.
An attempt
Swift & Co., Nelson Morris &
Gallup, N. M.. Jan. 29. An artesian to shoot M.
In general shown any enthusiasm for 1873, but has since then appeared In
American Residents in Cuba.
of the Santa Fe, bound for Denver,
AlhertI,
and Armour & Co., to submit their
minister
of
Jus
head-oHavan, Jan. 29. As usual. Carna- met freight No. 83 in
it. The outlines of the plan are still Italy on several occasions.
col flow of water was struck at the city
books to his Investigation.
tion Day, the anniversary of the birth lision at 5:25 this morning, a mile and well today at a depth of 1,000 feet tice, was frustrated today by the rather hazy, but It Is expected that
of the late President McKlnley, was a half east of Edelstein, 111. The sta- The flow ig from the Dakota sand- bravery of the minister, who grappled some more definite suggestions will CONFERENCE PUSHING
BIQ STRIKE IMMINENT IN
ALONG VERY 6 LOWLY.
mpa vnRK mm niNft TRtnps celebrated here by a large gathering tion is 142 miles west of Chicago. stone. The total co.--t is $4,000. The with his assailant and wrested the be made in the course ot the deliberAlgeclras, Jan. 29. The Moroccan
ations and that It will be definite
New York. Jan. 29. A strike em- - r American residents and tourists. Three of the train crew were killed water was obtained in the Puerco
revolver
from
him.
asThe
minister's
enough to form a basis for a more conference this afternoon
Mulholland, the driller, says that
devoted
hnrinir lsn.oon mpn and involving the Several addresses commemorative or and three badly Injured. Only four
sailant was immediately arrested. He definite program.'
were delivered and passengers were seriously hurt. En the flow will increase with depth.
Itself to tax projects.
entire building industry of New York, the late president
was a former insurance agent named
is being aimed at the city by the his favorite hymn was aung by the gineer Shea of the passenger. Fire
man Coggins of the freight, and ANOTHER AND LATER
ikjye, who had been sentenced
structural steel workers here, who audience,
for
ltrakeman Hotlef tf the freight, are
have been on an unsuccessful strike
ACCOUNT
GIVEN.
despite his protests of inno-ceniHome.
Ohio
McKinley'a
At
say
past
They
seven
weeks.
dead.
for the
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Canton, O., Jan. 29. The anniver- theThe
The friends of the prisoner
property loss was great. Three
that such a step Is necessary to pre- sary
of the late President McKlnley's express cars and one freight car were
Gallup. N. M., .Ian. 29. At 10 fay ho had become unbalanced In
serve their waning organization from
In
complete ruin. Next Friday will de- birthday was celebrated generally
burned and three engines were smash- o'clock this morning an artesian flow
mind by
of water was struck at a depth of 9C4 onment. his alleged wrongful Impriscide the fate of the proposed strike. this city today. There were special ed beyond repair.
nearly
all
In
the
memorial
services
which
well
In
town
feet
new
open
the
the
question
is
of
the
Hack of all
the
churches this morning, and masses of
is having sunk. Tin- (low is light, but
shop.
KILL
floral gifts, mostly carnations. Presi- POPULARITY OF FREE
It is thought that a few more feet will REVOLUTIONISTS
A COUNT AND A BARON.
New York Money Market.
dent McKlnley's favorite flower, were
tho
hit
soft
is
water
vein.
As
the
RURAL MAIL DELIVERY
Takum, Courtland, Jan. 29. Count
New York, Jan. 29. Money on call, deposited at the foot of the McKlnley
and of good quality, it will be a great
New York, Jan. 29. Changes of rev - j Hudson to the Connecticut line and
easy, at 2,314 per cent; prime mer- monument. Nearly everybody wore
Daron
blessing to the town if a strong and Frederick Lamsdorff and
Kocantile paper, 4ai(fi5Vi per cent. Sil- carnations In honor cf the assassinWashington, D. C, Jan. 29. A de permanent flow is '" ured.
mie, two of the most prominent olutlonary significance are being made beyond
l.uiil owners of this district, while out In
ver, f.5',ic
The steam railways, rapidly as they
termined effort will be made during
ated president.
the condition of life In New York. Increase
driving yesterday were attacked by a
the present session or congress to od- - MAGOON HANDS BIGELOW
their facilities, cannot keen,
Skyscrapers
filling
narrow
are
the
up with the suburban, traffic.
pulled from
tain a sufficient increase in the postal
Thla
A FEW GENTLE RAPS. l.uiul of revolutionists,
flelgh and murdered. Count confines of Manhattan Island sky- has shown the
appropriition to niake it possible to
for high
- Governor ('has. :iir
New
Jan.
York,
extend the rural free delivery system E. Magoon, of the I'.maraa canal zono, J amsdorff is not the foreign minister scraper offices, skyscraper apartment speed electric railways.
From the
sky- - terminus of the Subway at 177ta
:
colleges,
houses, skyscraper
over a much larger area than hereto- who arrived from
bame name.
ti yesterday on
scraper churches soon the Vlty will street, a new road, the New York,
fore. The friends of the system point his way to Wasliii-tntalked with
be a vast workshop with an over-- j Westchester and HoBton, is being built
to the remarkable growth of the sys- reporters
publish- JAPANESE BUDGET IS
the
about
whelming demand for numberless to consist of four tracks, over private-traintem. Its popularity and Immense value ed article by I'm ney Uigelow, on
to take the human workers to rlxht of way, and with no grade cross-the-lr
to the rural communities. On the last eonditons in the i v ;il zono. He sai'i
NOW
QUITE
LARGE
homes In the BUburbs In light- - lngg,
day of June of last year the service that lttf.1.iu-vprv brief.
nlng liko time.
was in operation on 32.121 rural je reached Colon at 10 o'clock on the
'ibis line will mark an epoch la
Jan. 29 The budget which
To handle the local traffic from suburban transportation.
rniltf-s- ,
from 13.5H9 distributing ot- - morning of Thank
Ing day, caught
It will be
has been introduced in parliament, points near the city, transportation of as perfect construction as modern,
i 4.
fires. From the reports of rural car- - the tmin .ht i,.,i..i in Pn!im
Pitlslmrg, Pa., Jan. 29. The first tht-iinstruction In class room, draw riers which have been compiled In remained there an hour and a half lias net caused any surprise. It shows lines are constantly multiplying tuelr engineering can make it. Penetrating
flepartnient 'f the school lor apprent- - ing room and in lectures and
the Divlou of Rural Delivery, It is.and returned tn Colon. He left the that the expenditures for the next facilities by additional trackage, new the heart of beautiful Westchester
county, the road will run to Portchest- Ices and journeymen was opened here in the shops. Students must be at shown that more than one billion Isthmus at 2:10 tin next day.
As it fiscal year are estimated at $515,0tK),- - stations and under rlver tunnels,
including $115,000,000 for ordinThe New York Central's huge new er. on the New York Connecticut
,
least sixteen years old.
today in connection wltn tne
plecs of mail were handled by the was a holiday no one was working.
.
ary administrative
The or- station Is rendered necessary mainly boundary line, and to White Plains,
The school does cot attempt to de carriers in the fisral year ended
Technical School. Three years courses
by the crowding thousands who must on the foot hills of the Uerkshires.
dinary receipts are estimated at
In this scliool are onertu to siuuems veiop skilled mechanics, but offers a June 30. 1!Ki5, or, to bo more exact, STANDARD
OIL CASE
The deficit of more than be brought to and carried away from The line is being built for electric
desiring to pursue studies preparing course of Instruction to supplement 1.387,057,711.
HAS BEEN POSTPONED.
.
4'".-- mim( Oil!)
tin met In nart ti, tha the city morning and evening.
The express traffic, at a mile a minute;
the usual apprenticeship, strengthen
X. w r ,. .... onJ. 1.1a
The number of pieces of mall den..1l
them for service In any or the follow,
huu- - j
iiuryAttorney
Jan.
Machinists, pattern- - the reasoning faculties and teach both livered and collected, of the varlouB num. in iotk,
war taxes and the sale of surplus war Pennsylvania's station, the foundation locals will run as fast as 45 miles an
Ing occupations:
ofllce
law
whose
,
makers. bricklayer, moiders. black-- the theory and practice of the trades Hasten, the value of stamps cancelled. General Hadley .,f Missouri took bis mat. rial, leaving a balance of $215,- - for which now looks like the swath hour. The whole line and branches
."" to he liquidated mainly by of a whirl wind through the densely cover only 3(5 miles, but Its road bed
smiths, plumbers, electrical wiremen.ito tiiose who are gaining their knowl the value of stamps sold, and the num. tebtinuinv in lw
reedlna Against
operation, her of monev orders sold bU. ral ,he Standard Oil c iipany. stated yes- - th,. .p" ds of a loan. Of this bal- - built up section of the west side, will and equipment are the same or better
sheet metal and cornice workers ana- e, me through practical
an- -.
tr;.t"tti.i0, which is to bo de- provide for only a tithe of tho army than tho steam railroads maintain,
In their daily employ carriers, is indicated In the follow - terday that he ha
slim painters, in every instance prer ;nne engaged
information
man, to when Justice
tho payment of rewards, will that Invades the New York shore from With such roads as this the city can
neBimt-rrereuce will be given to students who, went. 1 his system of instruction Is Ing
vice
derKl'w.va
Kta'emtnt:
The government Jersey every morning only to swarm be emptied of Its out of town work-bac- k
paid In bonds.
when applying to the various classes adapted primarily to those pursuing pieces delivered and collected. 1.207. - !announce his deei-'in the contempt
aKain at night.
era comfortably and quickly. Th
for admission, are already at work as mechanical occupations, and will ad- 823; letters and petals delivered and proceedings againv H. II. Rogers. It a'-- ,, . vpeits to receive about $40,000,- one-ca- r
When transportation plans now un- tr itn oTier sources, principally
trolley in suburban
apprentices 'or journeymen. The in- vance them along their chosen lines, collectel. tc2.12i.2Si: newspapers andjhad been intend
Hadley to re-- i
lv
d
way
map
In
government.
enabling
of
and
are
a
der
carried out.
them to qualify for higher periodicals collect'
delivered. sume taking tv-- t mmv in this city to- - from the K'lslan
traffic Is giving awav to the high
struction include mechanical drawlna
;
ten-look
of
delivered
will
circulars,
maintaining
a
like
tho cost of
Manhattan Island
and morrow, but lmx.
speed electric train. If the city of the
matters In Mis- -' pav !i .t
und mathematics, shop practice and positions wnen cpiHirtunitv affords 775.fi3N.2xl:
and to further develop their talent collected. 121 " 'l.i'.'i; packages.
pi toners of war in Japan. tipede, from every side of which will future is to be only a workshop, the
.m to adjourn the It iiouri have csum
theory underlying the practice.
sn-floatpd
.as
of
Indicating
approxwill
stream the lines
to be
tunnels. new Westchester road sliows how th
natural skill. The attendance at 33I.S03.
will recilve
i.vat,, 1. case to February Grant toiai,
The
The estl-- i ferries and bridges, to Jersey, to. workers will go to and from their
e a:.. .1 1100,000,000.
their instruction in their several shops tht opening of the school today was Value Df siau.pa cancelled, IJ.421,-valu- elec$3,318sold,
stamps
r,
!
r.rooklyn,
City,
greater than had beta expected and B57.01;
to Txns Island
I,..,.
of
include the expenses to
and ad-- ! labors. This Is the type of railway
illvld.d bjiween
anil
St. Louis Wool Market,
fn tho development of jditional lines of rails to the north- - that will solve the proUem of ever-war- d,
cf money orders told
Mir.-St. Ixiuls, Mo., Jan. 29. Wool mar- lures class rthjm aud drawing room, additions! matriculations will be made 471.27; num-r-- r
spreading fan like from the' population In cities.
4,25't.
of'durin? . next few days.
Journeymen will receive two-tblrlet here is steady a'td unchanged.
Kr' ;,tvl Manchuria.
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EVENING

raMUbe

Dally

A Friend in Need

CITIZEN
Weekly by

The Citizen Publishing Company
at

thin, little,

THAT

Trw trmnftmlMiirm through th
as mc ond timm mattw.

FnrtnffW1

Mill

U Nl OrTN

Box of

carried constantly In
your Vest Pocket, or In "my
Lady's" Purse It will ward off ninety per
cent of
Ills.
Eat one of the six candy tablets contained In that "Vest Pocket Box" whenever
you suspect you need one.
It can't hurt you, and Is sure Insurance
against serious sickness.

Official Papttr of Itarnalillo County
And City of AltHiftwruoe
trmt

Afternoon Dispitchrt.
end County Circulation,
TN Urrwt New Mfxkt Clrculitlon,
t irjrmt Nnrtlw Arisen C'rctilition.

Ltrgtt City
TEAMS

Want of Exercise, Indoor Employment,
weaken tho Bowel Muscles, Just as they
weaken Arm and Leg Muscles .
The Muscles lose tone, tension, strength,
to force the food onward.
And the longer they stay In that state
the weaker they become, because the less
exercise they get through the slow passage of food.
Cascarets contain the only combination
of drugs that acts on the Muscles of the
Bowels and Intestines, Just as Cold Water,
or Exercise, act on a Lazy man.
They act like Exercise.

or subscription:
15.00

nity hf mail, enr vw In
per mcnth

W
IHr
darkly by mail, one yrar.

advance.......

M
.0t

Iay by Carrier, 60c per month
Tn Ertrmito Citifhm will b drHvrd In th
city at tit low rat nf t) wi (a pr week, or for 60
rrM aT trwmth, wvr rawi monthly.
Adrertl&lug Rates Made Known on Application
will catifcr a favnr by notify. n ua
diatHy on any
of th pwr.
AU fetter and remit
should le aidrwuwl to
t,
T
CmitRN FtiRi.iHHiNn (Vpant.
chcrtta, poatofflce a?ul exprwa mmcy mdi-mwt ba mad payable to tba order of the
r npawy.
SuW.fi

OUK

Atrtomfttrc

tH'

When you have Heartburn, Colic. Coated
Tongue, Suspected Breath,
or an Incipient Cold,
take a Cascaret.
Remember, all these are not merely
Discomforts, but indications of a serious
Cause.
v
Nip them In the bud eat a Candy
Cascarets don't purge, nor
Cascaret.
punish the stomach like

TILCPNONII:

Colorado

I

Headacht

Dyspepsia

Diarrha--

a

Torpid Liver Flatulence
Jlives
Kiifumatism Jaundici
Nausea
Catarrh
Colic
crc.fnlx
Womanly
Worms

I 'ertigo

Pimples

Troubles
Blotches
Eczema
Piles
Ulcers
Dysentery
In such cases a little Cascaret In time Is
worth fifty dollars worth of Treatment
later on, to say nothing of the suffering,
discomfort, loss of Business Energy, and
loss of Social Sunshine it save3.

WITH THE WHITES

n a Legal Battle at Tularosa,
Over the Question of

"Bile-drivin-

They act like Exercise on the
that propel Food, and that squeeze
the natural Digestive Juices of the body
into Food.
Cascarets ward off, or cure, the following diseases:
Constipation
Bad Breath
Diabetes
Biliousness
Bowel-Muscl-

a single Cascaret, and
the cause removed.
in
Heartburn,
the throat, and Colicky feeling are sure
signs of bowel trouble from food poisons,
and should be dealt with promptly.
One Cascaret will stop the coming trouble, and move on the Bowel load, If taken
at the first signs.
Don't fail to carry the Vest Pocket Box
of Cascarets with you constantly.'
In short order, by

Acid-risin-

911 kbemkal Building, St. Lot'l

WANTED
I'osl t ionj general

WANTKD
work preferred.

Citizen.

UPHOLDS

INDIANS

Special Correspondence.
Tularosa, N. M., Jan. 27. During
the pant week tbe Inhabitants of the
northern part of Otero county bare
taen profoundly Interested In the Initial proceeding! in the case of a
large number of farmers against the
government, arising out of the appropriation or the waters of the Tularcsa river by the Indians on the
Apache reservation. Evidence
has been taken on behalf of the people Interested, before Referee H. P.
Mint. Hon A. B. Kail and Attorney
Futon, of Las Cruces, conducted the
case for the people, and Assistant
United States Attorney Medler appeared for the government. Tbe proceeding Is one of most vital importance to a relatively large number of
the Inhabitants of the agricultural re
gion of Otero county, its success or
failure meaning almost lifeor death
to many who have been using the
waters of the Tularosa river for lrri
ration. The case when decided, will
establish an Important precedent.
Aa early as 1858 a number of the
Mexican inhabitants of the Rio Grande
valley endeavored to locate on the fertile and easily Irrigable lands on and
near the site of Tularosa, but were
driven away by the Indians. In 1860
tbey returned, and little by little,
made appropriations of water from
tbe Tularosa river. In 18G2 the town-nit- s
of Tularosa was platted by gov
ernment surveyors.
Ditches were
built and tbe water was concentrated
from a number of small streams flow
ing westward from the mountains.
During the Apache Indian troubles
of this period ail agency was established on a spot which covered a
large portion of the headwaters of
this stream, and an experimental
garden or farm was laid out for the
purpose of educating the Indians In
tbe art of agriculture. To do this it
waa found necessary to take water
from the headwaters of the Rio Tularosa. The colonists who bad secured
earlier rights protested against this
action, but in vain. Other settlers located along the canyon and began diminishing tbe supply. Protests lodged
agalnBt this action were likewise in
rain. The work at the agency, at
first conducted on a small scale, now
began to be enlarged from time to
ttine. In spite of repeated protests.
The original colonists located further
down the stream soon found their
limited water supply reduced to nothing at all, during certain months of
the year. When a deputation of the
Mexican settlers from the vicinity of
Tularosa visited the newcomers in the
Joot hills and mountains with a
that tbey refrain from diverting
the water, the party returned to town
minus four of their number, who had
been killed.
The inhabitants of the valley have
uow reached that desperate condition
wbere they feel compelled to make
a light in the courts for what they
consider their rights. Hundreds of
acres of exceedingly fertile laud in
Tularosa and vicinity, which has produced splendid crop a (if fruit, grain
and alfalfa. Is being rendered value-losby reason of tho dearth of watet
at the period when it U most needed,
but the Indians on the reservation are
securing what water they need. The
feelings of some of the people have
been further excited and the injustice
of the government's action has been
accentuated by an incident which under most circumstances, would be con
sidered too trilling to notice, lu the
main street of tularosa stands a
brand new giant traction engine, coup
led to a great big red threshitig machine the acme of the inventor's art
This la a present from the I'nited
States government to the Apaches
The cltixens of the United Stales, lo
cated under supposed government
they
protection on land to which
have secured legal title, and with
water rights dating back forty-fivyeare, have never been able to own
individually or as a community, any
auch piece of machinery as this, and
ft la producing tumultuous and turbu
lent thoughts. On Suuday afternoons
ta Ciudad Juares they use a red clot a
to enrage and provoke the bull to
acbL The government employs the
same color on Its threshing machine
And the fight is on full tilt.
About a year ago tbe people who
feci themselves aggrieved secured an
injunction against the further use of
the water of the Rio Tularosa by the
Indiana, under the direction of the Indian agents. Iast summer the Injunction waa dissolved. Unless the
residents of tbe valley can make
good aa the direct, outcome of the case
tbe referee, the death-knel- l
bow lcLr
to agriculture lu that part of
New Mexico will be sounded forever
Mes-caler- o

s

or at least until an extensive and ex
pensive system of Irrigation by wells
Is devised. Experts have shown that
the soli of this section Is exceedingly
fertile, and with the rare climatic
conditions that prevail there, will
'hay,
successfully produce
alfalfa,
grain and nearly- - all fruits common to
the temperate zone. Figs also have
been grown In Tularosa for fourteen
years, with but one single failure, due
to a late spring frost. Four crops of
alfalfa, or Ave tons per annum, is an
average yield. Peach culture produces extraordinarily large returns.
"We are hanging on desperately,"
said one of the Influential men of
Tularosa, "In the belief that the government will at least give us a square
deal. If on the contrary, our original
water rights are to be denied us, and
the privileges we have considered
ours by law and every principle of
right and justice are to be transferred
to the Apache Indians, it will not only
result In ultimate ruin to the inhabitants of tho valley, but will cause
many a loyal citizen, including many
of Span an descent, to spend the remainder of their natural lives In wondering whether an Apache Indian Is
more highly regarded at Washington
than a full fledged citizen of the reI

public.

HouseV.,

B.

Hoarders

at the Green hotel,
street.
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DISPOSED
IS ONE OF
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Special Correspondence.
Tularosa, N. M., Jan. 27. Hon. A.
B. Fall, of El Paso, yesterday pur
chased of Major Patrick Coguluu, the
latter s large ranch near mis place,
paying therefor $20,000.
Major Coghlan, who In thus disposing of his extensive ranching inter
ests retires entirely from active participation in business, for more than
thirty years has been one of the most
widely known residents of southeastern New Mexico. Horn in Ireland In
1822, 'he immigrated to America in
1$I8, the following year settling in
Texas, where he was engaged in the
cattle Industry until 1874.
During
that period, in common with all early
settlers of Texas, he experienced great
trouble with the Apaches and Com- tuauches ut tunes. Iu 1872 and 1873
he drove cattle Into New Mexico to
secure better grazing. In 1874 he established himself permanently on a
big runcli iu Lincoln county, about 25
miles north of Cupitan. Sooii afterward he opened a general merchandise store at Tularosa, which he con
ducted jointly with his ranch for sev"Liu- eral years. Inn ing the
coin county war," this store was repeatedly roblied by the cattle thieves.
It is a well known historic fact that
the depredations of Victorio, tbe no
torious Apache chief, which begun
tho campaign which finally led to Ins
undoing, commenced on Major Cogh-lau- 's
ranch, though Victorio always
had professed great friendship for the
brave and hardy ranchman.
Major Coghlan's wife died about n
year ago, since which time he has
lived alone ut his home in Tularosa.
Though now nearly !4 years of age,
and but recently the victim of a painful accldeut which has necessitated
constant professional care, his magnificent physique and erect carriage
give little indication of his great ago.
He is one of the last representatives
of that strong type of western fronh
tiersmen which is
extinct
wel!-ulg-

in New Mexico.

MERCHANT

lng.

UPSTAIRS,

NO. 209 WEST
AVENUE, O. BAM-

OVER

RAILROAD
BINI, PROPRIETOR.

My mercnant tailoring atiup is upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, wbere I solicit the patronage of
tba public. All work guaranteed first
clan, at I have had fifteen years' ex
perlenre In tbe business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. Tbe specific I use will not
Injur the clotb. Indies' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order, (live me a trial.

...BREVITIES

O. BAMBINI.

Jake Kilraln, the old time fighter,
occasionally acts as a referee at some
of the three round affairs pulled off
York.

Dick Tadden is a newcomer In t'iie

American Association, but he already
lays claim to the pennant for 1906.
Force of habit Is strong, etc.
fight clubs now have
their fighters undergo a medical examination before they are permitted
to enter the ring. The death of a
fighter from a blow over the heart
the other night was the cause of the
medical Inspection.
New "York

for

hoBeEeei?

HEAVY LOSS IN THE

FREEZING OF APPLES.
Cap-- !
W. I., (iuium has Informed
News
Iian
that the 12111s ranch, now
owned by Dr. J. W. Laws, Is loser on
last year's apple crop to the extent of
two cars, the result of freezing. This
U a Utft ks of 11,000.

te

FOR RENT Alfalfa and truck ranch
for rent; one hour's drive from
town. Address William A. Brown,
Alameda.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms,
single and en suite. Call 619 W.
Railroad avenue. Mrs. V. Maestas.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
with steam heat. Grant building,
Railroad avenue. Inquire
at room B.
bricTt
FOR RENT The nine-roohouse, with bath and laundry, at 211
North Fifth street.
Excellent lo
s
boarding o:
cation for
rooming house. Address, Mayr.tr-Gunsul300-30-

3

first-clas-

,

to give the Missouri town and LouisBroadway
ville each a winning team In the FOR SALK A good, strong pony;
same association, and George is just
also fine saddle. Inquire at 210
the boy to promise to land the penNorth Sfrth street
nant for both towns, .."
FOR SAlii Horse, buggy and
O
408 Mountain road.
Billiard experts believe that Willie
L,ist your
Hoppe, because of his victory over the SELL, RENT OR TRADE
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
veteran VIgnaux, will be the favorite
South Broadway.
In the coming championship tournament in New York, but the western FOR SALE OR TRADE A good busl-nes- s
for city property. T. L. Mc
followers of Schaefer predict that he
Spadden, 300 south Broadway.
will carry off the honors. Schaefer
Is said to be playing tho best game FOR
SALE Indian trading post";
of his career,
good location and a paying business.
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broad
Louis Cure, the great French
way.
has announced his Intention FOR SALE OR TRADE
A good
to participate in the International bilA bargain.
T.
piano.
Schumaker
New
in
tournament
liard
York next
Ij. Mcspaouen, 3im south uroanway
April. Ho will cross the ocean with
brick
George Sutton, early In March. The FOR SALE Cheap, a
house on North Second street; 6
coming of Cure adds Interest to the
blocks from Railroad avenue. 114
tourney, as he Is a notably strong
North Second street.
tournament player.
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
o
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
Herman Schaefer, who was a comSouth Broadway.
patriot or Fremont, the Pathfinder, is
disgruntled by the contract presented FOR SALE A handsome Hardman
piano, In fine condition and almost
to him by the Detroit club, and Is
new, at a bargain.
For particuthreatening to leave the reservation.
lars, call at this office.
Ho says that under the terms of the
club no one but a perfect ball player FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you incould collect a cent of money. Schaeterested In mines T I have some
fer may pool Issue with Jlmmp Callasaid to be good deals. Talk with
han in a City League In Chicago,
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad
six-roo- m

o

Yanger and Kid Goodman
fought before the Chelsea A. C. the
other night and Goodman was the
favorite In the betting. To tho astonishment of the club officials and
the crowd, Yanger fought Goodman
off his feet. Before he could land a
knockout blow the police suddenly
discovered a weak tier of seals and
stopped tho mill for fear that some
one might get hurt in case tbe seats
should fall. The charge Is made by
newspaper correspondents and friends
of Yanger that the club officials
to this subterfuge to prevent
their man from being defeated. The
club has gained considerable unpleasant notoriety from the Incident.
The defeat of M?ke Sullivan by Joe
Cans must have been sad news to Al
Herford. As lone ns the negro fighter
looked good to the Baltimore promoter
Herford worked him for all he was
worth.
When Gans showed signs of
going back, Herford handed him his
hat and heaved a sigh for a hard winter coining on. Cans was broke; Her
ford had all kinds of money be had
made out of the colored fellow's fighting ability. Cut adrift from his white
man manager, Gans seemed a hopelefs
.
But he showed his
punching ability, and it's dollars to doughnuts that Herford wishes
he had held on to him a little longer
for the money there was in It.
There's money in prize fighting
for the fellows that are at the top.
Battling Nelson and Terrv McGovern
have signed articles to fight before
a Philadelphia athletic club whicn
guarantees t'nat there will be $17,000
per cttt
Seventy-fivin the house.
of the moi.ev goes to tho fighters.
It was stipulated In the articles that
Nelson should get the big end of the
purse, win or lose, which means that
his share will be 17.650 to McGovern s
$5,100.
Tho men sr to fight six minute rounds 18 minutes of fighting
for a yeur s salary for a successful
professional man. Do you. gentle
reader. Him 17 I'.r.n a vear do you
earn that much In two years? Prob
ably you earn that much, but do you
old-tim- e

v

It?

Try a Cltlen want ad.

and

Solicits

New

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wrn. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldge
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

SOLOMON

LUNA, President.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

A

SANTA

FE RY.

way.

FOR SALE

$25,000 ranch at a

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

CORNER LOT
on 8outh Walter Street,
S25O00

ALBfJQUBRQTTI,

N. U.

If Sold This Week.

PORTERFIELD CO.,

JOSHUA

110 W. Gold.
Keep Your Eye on This 8pace.
PROFESSIONAL

S.

Officer
RAYNOl.ns

d

a

i?niwr

1L

r.

RAYNOLD3

CAROS

a4

Director.

V.t!!.

Authorised Cspltal
Paid Up Capital. Surplus and Profits

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon,
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by

Depository tor Atcbiaon. Topeka

Ctrale.

ffT"

V. S. DEPOSITORY.

DENTISTS.

HM,m.N
$ttO,eOt).M

Santa

Fe

Railway Ooaaptay

J.

B.

HERNDON, Cashier.

mall.

Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
avenue.
No. 306 Railroad
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. in.; 1:30
p. ra. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntments made by mall.

OOOOOCXOOOOOOOOOl
O. N. MARRON,

President.

The State national Bank

LAWYERS.
Bernard S. Rodey.
.
Albuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice in all courts of the territory and before the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

32

or AlDocrque,

New Mexico

Cai)ltal
Surplus and Undivided Profits

F street

D. C. Pensions,
patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
N. W., Washington,

$100,000.00
15,000.00

lands,

E. W. Dobson.

t,

gt

Stew SSssSbq

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

$25000

624 West Railroad avenue.

FORJ5ALE
George Tebeau denies that he will
sell the Kansas City franchise In the FOR SALE All lota In Coronada
American Association.
He will try
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South

3-

Mimmim

821

street.

e

i

Money
to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs. Horses

FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms;
all modern conveniences. 522 West
Lead avenue.
cottage,
FOR RENT New three-roofurnished complete for light housekeeping. Inquire at 506 South Arno

SPORTING...

has-been-

TAILORING

!

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

FOR KENT

FoTTRENTRoonis

Benny

f

sam-ples-

in colors. It Is a beauty for the
dressing table. Ten cents In stamps Is asked si a
roeuare of road faith and to cover coat of Cascarets,
Tie
with which tfuYJHnrr trinket li loaded.
v.
Send
menUonfnc this paper. Address
Sterling Ktmedr Compaar, Chicago or Mew lark.

In New

$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

d

TO OUR miENDSI
FRCt
want to send to enr friend a beautiful

MEXICO

Capital and Surplus

LOST.
LOST Brown nlllgntor-skl- n
bag, containing cards of Charlotte Stuart.
ttettirn to Clilzon. Reward.
FOUND.
FOUND Small bonch of keys In
saloon. Owner can have
same by calling at Citizen olllce and
paying ror tnis notice.

Co. f

On

har-neg-

MUOR PATRIIK COGKLAN

V

We

Address

NET

ALBUQUERQUE,

and roomers Wagons and other Chattels: also on
South Third SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and aa high
WANTED A live, apprentice boy, to as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
learn the painters' trade. See Hud- and strictly private.
Time:
One
son, the South Second street painter. month to one year given. Goods re
main In your possession. Our rates
WANTED
Gentiemeu s seconu-nanclothing. No. 515 South First street are reasonable. Call and see us be
south of viaduct. Send address and fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
tickets to and from all
WANTED To figure on painting, Steamship parts
of.the world.
tinting, paper hanging, decorating
Rooms 8 and' 4, Grant Bldg.
and slgi writing; best and cheap315 West Railroad Ave.
est in town. Address, IL B., this
PRIVATE OFFICES.
office.
Open Evenings.
MALE HELP WANTED.
Responsible
Reliable
;
NY PEKSON to distribute our
REAL ESTATE.
weekly; steady. Mgr.
$18
"Empire," 4 Wells street, Chicago,
Illinois.
Several Houses for Rent,
WANTKD

es

Frmch-dftslrne- d,

nt

HAPCOOOS (Inc.), Brain Brokers

All Druggists sell them over ten million
boxes a year.
Be very careful to get the genuine,
made only by the Sterling Remedy Company and never sold In bulk. Every tablet
sta ped"CCC."

VT

ability.

i''"
dirble

"Physics."

Water Rights.
GOVERNMENT

g"

POSITIONS

t onro
Wo
high rrraile proportions and Drndtice result. Previous eipencrae not
location,
fcicrllent
tuwntial- - Choke ol
opportunity (or di ancet nt. We also hav llstrd in
our ri office mmy F.ir olive, Clrrkal aad Technical
pMition
and food i pportunitiel lor .men havin
money to Invent with their iervicet. Wmo Oi
ttattnir position drMrrd.

g,

APACHES AT WAR

SALARIED

Ttst

Montezuma

4,

Citizen Want Ads, FurnisK you
witli names and addresses
of people who are
'Neccessary to Your Prosperity"

mm dbntine' cHtin
I't
diindrrdu ol mm who on

A coming Headache can be warded off

rl-TTlTTTT-T

CTjfl

PERMANENT

g,

BANK INSTITUTIONS

who rhotiid ba working for yon?
wh would gladly lend you money?
h3 wculd like to buy your taors?
who would buy an Interest In your buslnemT
who would buy that lot of ground?
who would buy your old bicycle?

of the man
of the man
of the mm
of the man
of the man
of the man

JANUARY 29, 1906.

MONDAY,

O YOU WANT THE,
NAME AND ADDRESS

. pPendicitis

Life's-ordinar- y

LA BE L

Indigestion

CITIZEN

EVKN1NU

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

Office Crrm

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
John H. Stingle.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSuite 16. N
building, Albuquerque
T. Armljo
N. 11.

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
ford, rooms
Barnett building
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
46-4-

A. L.

COCOOCKXDOCXX300 OO
0

OLD RELIABLE"

L.

()

cxcxoocooco
ESTABLISHED 1871

g. RUTNEY

WHOLESALE

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions

Morgan.

THE) INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
911 North Second street, Albuquer
que, N. M.

0

The State National bank solicits a share of your business, upon
the basis or sound, progressive banking, liberal and accurate treat- ment. Correspondence or a personal Interview solicited.

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

PHYSICIANS.
RAUJROADiENU
ALBUyUEKUB, li. M. Q
In
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303 Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25, Whiting building, over
South Broadway.
Vann's drug store. Automatic
FOR SALE $700 will buy equity In
410.
telephone,
residence on the best
DR. R. L. MUST,
street In the city; will rent for $15
month; owner leaving town. F. L
Lmttmr Hmdm
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
McSpadden, 303 Soutn Broadway.
Hlgh- with
Tuberculosis
treated
double-baFOR SALE A
Electrical Current and Ger
Not
ghitgun; bran new Fvequency
rcled,
Treatments given eacn
Program
never has been used; one of th micide.
8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
best makes. Call at The Citizen of from
Invitation
'phones.
in
Both
attendance.
flee for particulars.
Cataloguaa
DR. J. D. NUSBAUM
FOR SALE A gKd paying hotel In
Blank Book
McSpadden,
300
L.
town.
T.
small
Piactice limited to diseases of the
Rooalpt
Book
Broadway.
South
nose, ear, throat and lungs.
FOlt SALE A bargain, if sold at Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
once, one
house, with bath
Hours, 8 to 10 a. m- 3 to 5 p. m.
cement walks; furnished or unfur Telephones:
In othor word
Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
Room
hc
nlshed. Electric lights or gas. Ad
we t u rn out
DR. W. G. SHADRACH,
vary thing a
dress. A. T.. this office.
prlntar know
FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 rooming Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
how to do
and Throat.
bouses. T. L. McSpadden, Hon South
Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coast
Broadway.
Went Railroad
ranch, pleliiy of lines. Oltlce, 31314
FOR SALE 1,000-acrwater, I'll cows, 2 good horses, har- avenue.
Hour: U to 12 a m. and 130 to 5
house, barn,
ness and wagon;
etc., $3,000. N. Peach & Co , real p. m.
West
5oM
estate dealers, 208
UNDERTAKER.
avenue.
Auto,
Colo. Red 115,
316.
'phone
VE FILL
FOR SALE One corner lot, contain13.
A. BORDERS,
frame cottages;
ing two
RIGHT
tlnrlsrralcer.
r.ifu
PRESCRIPTIONS
bath; cement walks on both streets:
NEXT .TO BANK OF COMMERCE
Club Building. Black
good shade; electric light and fuel Commercial
$5.
hearse.
white
and
gas on premises. Address, T. A. "
203 W. Pal'roAd Km.
At Consistent Prices
this office.
A8SAYERS.
FOR" SALE Hotel, EuTopean plan;
reiRBET A COLLINS.
20 rooms, newly furnished in ne
United
building: best location in city; a Civil and Mlnlna Engineers.
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
fine business proposition. Reason
ASSAYERS.
for selling, poor health. Address,
AND CHICAGO LUMBER
East side of Plaia, Santa Fe. N. M.
F. J . this office.
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAINT
ENGINEEK.
BUILDING
CIVIL
Always
PAPER
EXCHANGE.
BUSINESS
Covers more, looks best, wears
'toc
blme. Cemesi
TOKXCHANGE I haveVopert v" in
Plter.
longest, most ecouomlcal. full
J. R. Farwell,
Illinois,
Missouri. Hato-asIowa,
Koom 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
measure.
Paint, Glass, Saab Doors, ete
Colorado and Arizona to tritiln for
MATTERS.
LAND
Talk
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
Albuquerque property.
itn
ALBUQUERQUE M, M
me. T. L. McSpadden, 3mi Smith
H. W. S. Otero,
Ilroadwav.
United States Court Commissioner
I have some r:ine,es 703 WeBt Silver avenue.. Will attena
TO EXCHANGE
to trade for city property. T I. to matters before the land office.
McSpadden. 300 South BroadwHv
SUBSCRIRE FOR THF CITIZEN IF Yflll WANT THF NFWS
JohAM'cCair ha sold'bU $000,000
McSPADDEN
The exchange muff. house. No. no, the money Is not to- o
o
Bee him for business exchange be distributed among the pollcyholdno fJrmth prondwnr.
will
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President Carried
Statehood and Ended
Insurrection.

How the

RATE REGULATION
Senators

Delay

Its

From one to seven Options are
now on all but three lots

IS NEXT

in?

Discussion.

Secretary Tart's Elephant

Ei

Present.
Washington. D. C. Jan. 29. It
will be a long time before there Is
another insurrection in the House of
The one that ended
Representatives.
on Wednesday In a complete and decisive victory for the house organization, was as carefully organized and
formidably appearing a revolt as the
house has known in recent years. II
it could not succeed, there is not much
encouragement for any future
inclined statesmen to put
their necks in the noose.
It was a long and hard fight that
Speaker Cannon and his lieutenants
had, and there were days at a time
when they despaired of victory. In
a considerable degree, It was a
triumph for President Roosevelt. When the outlook seemed darkest for the house organization, an appeal was made to the White House,
and on Monday and Tuesday of last
week, the insurgents were taken to
the executive offices In droves. Mr.
Roosevelt represented that not only
were the republican party and the
administration pledged to statehood,
but that the success of measures for
which the country clamored depended
on a peaceful adjustment of the statehood question. That the president's
appeal was one hard to resist was
evidenced by the fact that several insurgents who went to the White
House loudest in their declarations,
came away silent and subdued.
There was also a striking change of
tactlcB on the part of the speaker and
his lieutenants during the few days
Immediately preceding the test. Pleading was used instead of threats, and
It became a familiar sight to see
"Uncle Joe" with his arms around the
shoulder of some insurgent, whispering "sweet nothings" In his ear.

Li

Those having first options must call at the office of the Surety Investment Company between
8 a. m. and 9 p. m. Thursday, February 1st, and make good, otherwise second
option will have preference. Remember the terms are $10 down,
balance $5 per month for each lot purchased.

D. B. K. SELLERS, Agent;

per-eot-

playing politics with a tblrd term In
view, his Influence will be greatly
undermined. It Is because the public believes that Mr. Roosevelt is sincere and unselfish that there Is such
unanimity of support throughout the
country for his policies.
The statement made by Mr. Roosevelt on election night, 1904, bearing
on the subject of a third term, is Just
d
now being
with a great deal
of interest. The statement was as
follows:
I am deeply sensible of the honor
done me by the American people, in
thus expressing their confidence In
-- ave
what I have done and what
tried to do. I appreciate to the full
the solemn responsibility this con
fidence imposes on me, and I shall do
all that in my power lies not to forfeit it.
"On the 4th of March next, I shall
have served three and a balf years,
and this three and a half years shall
constitute my first term. The wlai
custom which limits the president to
two terms regards the substance nn1
not the form, and under no circumstances will I be a candidate for or accept another nomination."
When Statement Made.
In this connection, the WashlngtOL
Post prints what It asserts Is the
first authentic story of the circum
stances leading up to the issuing of
the statement. All the members of
the cabinet were receiving return
with the president. About 13 o'clock,
at night, when it was obvlois that
Mr. RooseveU's elect'on was sweeping and overwheln-.'ng- ,
he toil vhe
Post's authority that he intendel
forthwith to issue a statement to the
American people expressive tf his.
gratitude for the confidence the)' had
shown 'n him, and also to assjre them
that, contrary to the claims of his
adversaries in the campaign, ho wnuid
not be a c.i1'dato to succejd h.ra-sel-

ing the time of his life lately trying
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
to figure out how to avoid wounding
'
(Small
Holding
(Small
1076.
Holding
No.
445.)
(Small
Holding
Claim
No.
1054.)
Claim
Claim
k0.
(Small
Holding claim No. 686.)
potenthe sensibilities of an eastern
tate, and at the same time save him- Department of the Interior, United Department of the Interior, United Department of the Interior, United Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. aL
self from becoming the owner of an
M., Dec. 29, 1905.
January 9, 1906.
January 8, 1906.
January 24, 1906.
elephant.
Notice Is faereby given that the
Notice is hereby given that the fol-Notice Is hereby given that the folNotice is hereby given that the folSome time ago there apepared In wing-named
claimant has filed no- lowing named claimant has filed no- lowing named claimant has filed no- lowing named claimant has
the American newspapers reproducfiled nohis
tice
final
of
intention
to
make
tice
tice
his
intention
his
of
to
of
Intention
make
final
to
make
final
tice of his intention to make final
tions of a photograph of Secretary proof
support
proof
his
proof
in
claim
of
support
ln
tinder
support
in
of
his
claim
his
of
claim
under
proof
under
In support of her claim nnder
Taft on horseback, accompanied by a
16 and 17 of the act of March sections 16 and 17 of the act of March sections 16 and 17 of the act of March sections 16
story that the war secretary, who 3.Sections
and 17 of the act of March
1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended 3, 1891, (26 Stats., $54), as amended 3, 1891, (26 Slats., 854), as amended 3, 1891, (26
weighs over 300 pounds, bad great dif- by
Stats., 854), as amended
21, 1S93, (27 by the act of February 21, 1893, (27, by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 by the act of
February
act
tne
of
February 21, 1893, (IT
ficulty in finding a horse sufficiently Stats., 470),
will
proof
said
that
and
470),
States.,
470),
States.,
will,
proof
and
and that said proof will Stats., 470), and that said proof will
that said
strong to carry him.
be
S.
U.
made
Commisbefore
Court
be
be
before
made
made
before
the United States
the United States be made before
The picture and story, by some
State
at Albuquerque, N. M., on the court commissioner at Albuquerque, court commissioner at Albuquerque, court commissionerthe atUnited
Albuquerque,
chance, found their way into the sioner
1906,
day
February,
8th
of
Vis:
N.
M.,
M.,
N.
15,
on
on
1906.,
19th
February
day of February, N. M., on March 10, 1906, vis.:
vlx.,
the
hands of the ruler of an Asiatic peo- Trinidad Jaramillo y Maxwell, for the
Beatrls C. de Sanchez, widow of 1906, viz., Abel Romero, for the S. H.
Beatrls Moya de Sedlllo, widow of
ple. The heart of the potentate was
Holding
Small
No.
1076,
Claim
in
C.
1054
H.
No.
Jesus
Sanchez,
in Sees. 13 and 24, T. 7 Jesus Sedlllo, deceased, for the S. 11.
deceased, for the
touched, not only for the secretary, Sees. 9, and 10, T. 6 N., R. 2 K.
S. H. C. No. 445, situated ln Sec. 25, N., R. 2 E., aBd Sees. 18 and 19, T. 7 C. No. 586, ln lot 1. sec. 36,
T. 7
but likewise for the horse.
He names the following wltnesset
7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 30, T. 7 N., N., R. 3 E.
R. 2 E., and sec. 31, T. 7 N., R. S R,
"What he should have, and what to prove his actual continuous ad T.
3
R.
names
He
E.
the following witnesses and lot 2, sec. 36, T. 7. N., II. JR
he shall have," cried the yellow king, verse possession of said tract for
names the following witnesses to prove his actual continuous adverse
She names the following witness
"is the choicest, and likewise, the twenty years next preceding the sur- to He
prove
possession
his actual continuous adverse
of said tract for twenty to prove her actual, continuous, adstrongest, elephant, from my sacred vey of the township, vie:
years
possession
of said tract for twenty
next preceding the survey of verse possession of said tract for
herd."
Leopoldo Jaramillo, of Tome, N. M.;
twenty years next preceding the surAccordingly, the bland and smiling Pedro Oallegos, of Tome, N. M.; Jose years next preceding the survey of the township, viz.:
Eraclio Oarcia, of Peralta. N. M.: vey of the township, viz.:
representative In Washington of this Aragon y Bernal, of Tome, N. M.; the township, viz.:
:

follo-

1

j

Manuel Maes, of Valencia, N. M.; Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.; Meli- Esteban Rael, of Valencia, N. M.;
Asiatic ruler, was Instructed to ex- Manuel Salazar y Otero, of Albuquer- Mariano
Perea. of Valencia. N. M.: ion 8. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.; Hlg-lnl- o Bernardino Sedlllo, of El Cerro. N. M.;
press to the Secretary of War the que, N. M.
Jose O. Chavez, of Valencia, N. M.;
Chavez, of Peralta, N. M.
Estanislao Otero, of El Cerro, N. M.;
wish of his gracious master that the
Any person who desires to protest Miguel Sllva, of Valencia, N. M.
NOW RATE REGULATION
Any person who desires to protest Amada Otero de Sedlllo, of El Cerro.
accepted
elephant
should
be
sacred
against
proof,
or
of
allowance
the
said
HOLD
BOARDS.
THE
WILL
Any person who desires to protest against the allowance of said proof N. M.
as a token of the king's esteem, as who knows of any substantial reason against
Now that the statehood bill is out
the allowance of said proof or who knows of any substantial rea
Any person who desires to protest
mercy to man against the laws and regulations of
cause
well
as
in
of
the
or who knows of any substantial rea- son nnder the laws and regulations of against the allowance of said proof,
of the way,, so far as the house inbeast.
and
why
Department
Interior
the
such
interior department why such or who knows of any substantial rear
surrection ii concerned, railroad rate
Secretary Ttft had one fleeting men- proof should not be allowed will be son under the laws and regulations of the
tne interior department why such proof should not be allowed, will be son under the laws and regulations
legislation will hold the center of the
picture of himself on Pennsylvania given an opportunity at the
tal
proof should not be allowed, will be given an opportunity at the
stage. On this score, the president
of the Interior department why suck
avenue astride the elephant's back,
e
time and place to
e
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
will have little trouble with the house,
proof should not be allowed, will bo
began
feared
then
sidestep.
He
to
he
witnesses
the
claimant,
of
said
time and place to cross- the witnesses of said claim- given an opportunity at the
a it already is arranged that the advoyage would not agree and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
ocean
the
examine the witnesses of said claim ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
e
ministration bill shall be put through
time and place to
with the elephant; that the climate of that submitted by claimant.
ant, and to offer evidence ln rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
with the least possible delay. There
the witnesses of said claimant,
Washington would be Injurious to ;ts
MANUEL
OTERO.
R.
of that submitted bv claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
will be attempts, It is true, to secure
and offer evidence in rebuttal of that
Register.
nealth: that he would be lonesome
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register. submitted by claimant.
more railroad action than that conhere, away from the other members
Register.
templated, but these will avail nothMANUEL R. OTERO.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
or tne herd. As each objection was
NOTICE FOR "PUBLICATION.
ing. Mr. Roosevelt and Speaker CanRegister.
Asiatic diplomat smiled his
the
ursed.
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION.
(Small
569.)
Holding
No.
Claim
to
as
agreement
working
non liave a
(Small Holding Claim No. 655.) ..
blandest smile and with a differential Department of
Interior,
United
the
tie
be
will
done, and there
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
what shall
Department of the Interior, United
(Small Holding Claim No. 661.)
bow assured the secretary that there
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M, Department
no important alteration in the proof the Interior, United
was no ground for fear.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N.
Dec. 28, 1905.
gram.
(Small
Holding Claim No. I2.)
M., Dec. 29, 1905.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Mr. Taft finally said he would have
Notice la hereby given that the fol
Department of the Interior, United
As to what the senate will do, no
folloDec.
28, 1905.
is
hereby
given
Notice
to lake the matter under advisement. iowIng.name(,
that
the
claimant
filed no-a- s
man is able to foretell. Ten days
States Land Office, Santa
N. Jt,
Notice ia hereby given that the follo- wing-named
claimant has filed noit was not the custom for Amerl- - tico of nl9 ,ntentkm t0 has
mako flnai wing-named
January 3, 1906.
ago, It seemed as if the senate lines of
claimant has filed no- tice of bis Intention to make final
accept
gifts
can
to
ministers
cabinet
disgentleman
This
attempted
proof
8Upp0rt
ln
t'
hla
of
under
claltn
Notice is hereby given that the folopposition were giving away, and the suade
of bla Intention to make final proof in support of his claim under
him from the course. lie point- from foreign rulers. He is appealing .ef.t1on. 1fi nrt n7 of thB mrt n. Mrrh tice
prediction was freely made that the ed
now to his friends to show him a way 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by proof in support of his claim nnder Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March lowing named claimant baa filed nonecessity
was
neither
out
there
president, backed by the force of pub- nor
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended tice of bla intention to make final
for it, that it was be- out.
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., sections
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 proof ln support of bis claim under
lic opinion, would eventually triumph. yondoccasion
470),
to
human
for
president
ken
the
said
proof
and
that
will
be
made
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., Stats., 470), and that said proof will sections 16 and 17, of the act of March
Now, the lines have tightened up
before the U. 8. Court Commissioner the
what the com'iitoa of the coun- CONGRESS REEKS Willi GRAFT;
470), and that said proof will be made be made before U. S. Court Commis- 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
again, and some of the railroad sena- forsee
at Albquerque, N. M., on theth day before the U. S. Court Commissioner sioner
would be four years, hence; that
tors are showing their teeth. Sen- try
HOUSE PRACTICALLY ABOLISHED of February, 1906, viz: Jesus
at Albufjuerque, N. M., on the by the act of February 21. 1893, (27
mlgnt be an j.c'u: 'Icmaiid for
Garcia, at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day 8th day
1906, Vis: Stats., 470), and that aald proof will
of February,
ator Elklns' committee Is making a there
for the Small Holding Claim No. 669, of February, 1906, vlx: Pedro Galle-gby all the people in all
y
Aragon
agent
Baca,
Romulo
of Ter- be made before the United State
show of industry, but so far as any his
In Sees. 24. 25 and 26, T. 7 N., R. 2 E.
the sections, irrespecHve of politics; Special to The Evening Citizen
y Gonzales, for the small holding esa Baca y Garcia de Aragon, for the court commissioner at San Rafael, K.
outsider Is able to learn no consider- that
He names the following wituesses claim No. 661 ln Sees. 3. 10 and 11, Small Holding Claim No.
Washington, D. C, Jan.
the third term talk of his adverShall
655. See. 25, M., on February 9, 1906, vie: Barbara.
able progress hag been made.
saries In the election had done him
United States senate be abol-- ' to prove his actual continuous adverse T. 6 N.. R. 2 E.
2 E.( and Sec. 30, T. 7 N.. J. de Pino, for the lot' 1 and 2, secN.,
7
R.
T.
Under the Instruction by which the no
possession of said tract for twenty
and, finally. Hat the peo- ished?
tion 20 ; lot 3, section 16 and 17. tows-shi- p
He names the following witnesses R. 3 E.
committee held recess sessions, it was ple barm;
did
demand of him a pledge
That is the question which Is soon' vear8 net preceding the survey of to prove his actual continuous adverse
10 north, range 7 west.
following
names
witnesses
He
the
to report a bill to the senate within on any not
subject.
to be answered ln the affirmative, by,ne townshlnp, vis:
He names the following witnesses)
possession of said tract for twenty to prove his actual continuous adten days after congress convened.
The president listened, impatiently, Lincoln Steffins, special writer on! Benito Armljo of Valencia, N. M .; years next preceding the survey of verse possession of said tract for to prove his actual continuous adCongress has now been in session for nervously,
' Jun Apodaca of Valencia, N. M.: Sil
petulantly, to his friend, craft
he
hn h
.in. v.7,in,t
the township, vis:
twenty years next preceding the sur- verse possession of said tract for
i
yet
is
bill
months,
and the
not
three
verlo Martinez, of Valencia. N. M.:
turning, he went into an adjoin- making a study of that institution.
twenty years next preceding the surAragon y Bernal, of Tome, N. vey of the township, vis:
Jose
forthcoming. While no authoritative and
Qregorlo Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.
vey of the township, vis:
ing room, where he dictated to a stenspecial
M.; FranclBco Torres, of Tome, is. M.;
has
a
There
been
of
rush
M.;
N.
Gurule,
Peralta,
Rafael
of
a
can
is
procured,
statement
be
there
Any person who desires to protest Manuel Oallegos, of Tome, N. M.; BerGorgonlo Figueroa, of Cubero, N.
ographer the statement that is now graft students to Washington Mr.
N
Aragon,
Valencia,
Antonio
Jose
of
April
to
lixed belief that
is likely
against the allowance of said proof, nardo Oallegos, of Tome, N. M.
being studied up and down and cross- Palmer, Ray Stannard
M.; Pablo Lucero, of Cubero, N.
Baker,
Will
Gregorlo
N.
M.;
Aragon,
Valencia,
of
find the senate in Just about the same wise by ail sorts and conditions of Payne and a considerable
Any person who desires to protest M.; Francisco Aragon y Baca, o Banlsta Baca, of Cubero, N. M.; Joan
raft of lesser' aon
L under the laws !"
situation in which it is today.
and regulations agiinst the allowance of said proof, Valencia,
D. Martinez, of Cubero, N. M.
politicians in Washington. The friend lights.
N. M.
of the Interior Department why such or who knows of any substantial reaThere is every reason why those hurriedly hunted up John Hay, who
Any person who desires to protest
on
The
protest
learned
direct
It
is
person
Any
result.
to
desires
who
who oppose rate legislation should was also of the White House party authority, is a batch of indictments proof snould not be allowed will be son under the laws and regulations
against the allowance of aald proof.
or
proof,
against
of
said
allowance
the
given an opportunity at the
seek delay. By waiting until near the that night.
of the Interior Department why such who knows of any substantial reason (or who knows of any substantial rea
Mr. Hay immediately on
statutes against grafttime and place to
close of the session, they will have agreed that the advice that had been ing, allandknown
proof should not be allowed will be against the laws and regulations of son nnder the laws and regulation of
a
recommendation
that
the
the witnesses of said claim given an opportunity at the
opoprtunity to more accurately Judge given to the president was 'sound and accused be held to answer to
genthe
the Interior Department wliy auch the interior department, why snch
the minimum of relief which will correct. Moreover, he sought out the eral elections. Steffens adds a sen- ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
time and place to
proof should not be allowed will be proof should not be allowed, will bo
pacify the public, and also there president, got him away from the tence of extermination for the sen- of mat submitted by claimant.
given an opportunity at the above
the witnesses of said claim- given an opportunity at the
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
would be a better chance of putting crowd, and proceeded to argue against ate.
ant, and to offer evidence ln rebuttal
mentioned time and place to cross-examie
place
time
to
and
through, a bill that looked more strin- his making the statement. But it was
fof that submitted by claimant.
"PUBLICATION.
the witnesses of said cfasnv
claimant,
not
investagators
do
of
said
have
the
witnesses
to
scratch
NOTICE
FOR
gent than it really would be. The then too late. Mr. Roosevelt had very deep below
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
offer evidence In rebuttal of ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
to
and
the
find
to
surface
touB has some able men who are given the statement to the press as- that representatives and senators
of that submitted by claimant.
(Small Holding Claim No. 823.)
that submitted by claimant.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
sincerely in favor of carrying out the sociations, and it was at that moment nearly all grafters. Some graft area Department of the Interior, United
MANUEL R. OTERO,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ln
president's program. Were the sen- being speeded to the uttermost parts large way; others in cheap, trifling
Register.
Register
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M
662.)
Holding
(Small
No.
Claim
o
ate to send over a "phony" bill early of the earth. To Mr. Hay the presi- things. But one of the most interestJanuary 3, 1906.
Department
Interior,
United
of
the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ia the session, they would have oppor dent is represented as talking In this ing discoveries is to the effect that Notice it herebv given that the fol Slates Land Office, Santa Fe, N. Mi
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
tunity to examine and pick it to pieces. way:
lowing named claimant has filed no
17, 1906.
nary
graft
already
J
one
of
nearly
has
form
in
(8mall Holding Claim No. 700.)
By waiting until near the wind up,
(Small Holding Claim No. 617.)
Talk to Secretary Hay.
Notice Is hereby given that the folabolished the house of representatives. tice of his Intention to make final
the Interior, UnMed Department of the Interior, United
Ike bouse would be almost forced In"They lied on me in the campaign. The house is one man Joe. O. Can- proof in support of his claim under lowing named claimant has filed no- Department ofOffice,
States Land
Santa Fe. N. M.,
to taking whatever the senate saw fit They accused me of being an imperial- non. The rest of its nominal mem- sections 16 and 17, of the act of March tice of bis intention to make final
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
Dec. 28, 1905.
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended nroof in sunoort of his claim under
January 9, 1906.
to give, or let rate legislation fail en- ist, a dictator, a Caesar. I don't want bers have abdicated.
Notice ia hereby given that the follotirely.
by
21, 1893, (27 sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Notice Is hereby given that the folFebruary
act
the
of
congressman
to be misunderstood by the people. I
The little
from Four
wing-named
claimant has filed no- lowing named claimant has filed noNothing could be more pleasing to want them to know that I am to be Corners
470).
will
Stats.,
proof
said
that
3
(26
and
js'ji
854).
Stats.,
as
amended
vote
his
on any
sells out
be made before the Lnlted
8tatos by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 tice of his intention to make final tice of his Intention to make final
the railroad senators than the latter their president,
my own right.
all general legislation for the court
of these alternatives. Those able and There are certainin reforms I am de- and
N. siats., 470), and that said proof will proof In support of his claim under proof in support of his claim nnder
Rafel,
San
at
commissioner
appropriation
of an
for his local M., on
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Dona9,
li'06,
February
viz.:
adroit statesmen would experience no termined to carry out. If I should sake
be made before United Stales com-claor harbor Improvement.
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by 3. 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
1 and 2, section 20; nilssioner at Albuquerque, N. M.. on
dilliculiy in tixing up a bill tiiat look- lie suspected of further presidential postofflce
Pino,
for
the
Local appointments, and local legis
lot 3, sections 17 and 20; lot 4, sec - February 27. 19uC. viz Federlco San- - the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., by the act of February 21, 1893, (2T
ed well on the surface, but which In ambitions my motives would be
lation are cheap prices for whicu the tlon
17; lot 5, sections 8 and 9, town- - chez y Moutoya, for the Small Hold- - 470), and that said proof will be made States., 470), and that said proof will
reality gave the public no substantial
my course would be hampered, rank and file of the members of the
the U. S. Court Commissioner be
10 north, range 7 west.
ship
before the United States
relief. Were this to go to the house and the reforms I have in mind would house
ing Claim No. 6C2, situated in Sec before
of representatives have surrendat Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day courtmade
commissioner at Albuquerque.
He names the following witnesses 24, T. 7 N., R. 2 E.
and be rejected, the senate would be be more or less discredited. I have ered their votes. The dare not have
1906,
Apodaca,
of
Juan
February,
viz:
a
N. M., on February 17. 1906, vl
to prove his actual continuous ad
He names the following witnesses for
in a position to say that upon the tried faithfully to carry out Mr. Mc an opinion on any matter of legui
the lot 1, sees. 23 and 24, and lot
verse possession of said tract for to prove his actual continuous
Sanchez de Vigil, for the B. H.
house and not upon the senate rested Kinleys policies, and for doing this tion wcirh
country as a twenty
7 N.. R. 2 E.
2,
tne
sec.
T.
23.
aliens
1
C. No. 617.
Sees. 25. 26, tS
years next preceding the surpossession of said tract for
The public I have been subjected to assault and whole. Those matters are determ
the burden of failure.
names the following witnesses and 36; lots in2 lot
vey of the township, viz:
and 4, Sec. 26, and lot
twenty years next preceding the sur-ve- y to He
mind lias been so beclouded as to the belittling arraignment.
prove
No nian can ined absolutely by the speaker of the
adverse
continuous
his
actual
3, Sec. 35, T. 7, N., R. 2 E.
Gorgonlo Figueroa, of Cubero, N.
of the township, viz:
fine points of this intricate question be free and independent in the presi- house, with the aid, perhaps, of half
possession
said tract for twenty
M.; Pablo Lucero, of Cubero, N. M.,
He names the following witnesses
Meiiton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.; years next ofpreceding
that the senate would have little dency who lias designs upon another a dozen aenchmen.
survey
of
the
to prove his actual continuous adverso
Banlsta Baca, of Cu! to, N. M.; Juan Juan A)daca, of Valencia, N. M.; the townshlnp. viz:
trouble in making its claim look term. I refuse to be placed in that
repre
no
Is
of
real
bouse
There
D. Martinez, of Oil v
possession of said tract for twenty
N. M.
Iienlto Armijo, or Valencia, N. M.;
good.
Benito Armljo, of Valencia, N. M.; years
position."
sentatives
Any person who
next preceding the survey of
to protest Ks'nnislas Garley, of Peralta, N. M. Jesus
Delay, therefore, is the thing for
M.j
N.
Valencia,
Garcia,
of
con
As the Roosevelt
majorities
against the allowance of said proof,
Any person who desires to protest
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of
Valencia,
Comforting
Soothing
and
or who knows of any sulstanttal rea- arainst tne allowance 01 saia proot,
Juan Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.;
are not ninety men anywhere on earth l he chief topic of discussion among
Martinez, of Valencia. N. M.
The soothing and comforting effects son under the laws n regulations of or who knows of any substantial rea Tomas
Benito Armijo, of Valencia, N. M.;
who cJ) fool away time as artistically the president's friends at the White
protest
person
Any
who
desires
to
of DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve, when the interior department, why such son under the laws and regulations
g can the members of the United
the allowance of said proof, Manuel Alarid, of Valencia, N. M.;
house that night. Mr. Roosevelt applied
Piles, cuts, boils, etc., sub proof should not be allowed, will be of the Interior department why such against
who knows of any substantial rea- Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.
States senate. Just when the senate is could not help hearing much of it, dues painto almost instantly. This Salve
r
Biven an opportunity at the above proof should not be allowed will be
Any person who desires to protect
doing the least is when it appears the aud although he insisted, whenever
under the laws and regulations
out the inflammation, reduce mentioned time and place to cross- - given an opportunity at the above son
against the allowance of said proof
Department
of
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why
busiest. Whrn all other recourses forced by the trend of the conversa- draws
Interior
the
and acts as a rubefacient, examine the witnesses of said claim- - mentioned time and place to cross proof should not be allowed will be or who knows of any substantial res-so- n
fail, there is always left the certainty tion that the statement was the wise swelling
circulating the blood through the ant, and to offer evidence ln rebuttal examine the witnesses or said ciaira given
under the laws and regulations of
an opportunity at the
that Beuator Tillman can be baited and proper course to pursue at that thus
(liseated parts, permitting or aldin of that submitted bv claimant.
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Interior department why such
the
place
to
time
and
into an explosion.
time, he did not forbid his guests Nature to permanently remove the
R. OTERO,
Of trial suiniimea ur nttiiiinm.
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the
said
to further discuss the third term prop - ; trouble entirely. Sold by all drugM WI'KL
R. OTERO, Register.
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time and place to
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submitted
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FOR THE PRESIDENT
What has been detailed here is
JUDGE FREEMAN REMEMBERS
the witnesses of said claimMANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
This Day in History.
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Admission of Greed.
grocery
organization

The National

of retail

dealers

he other day declared against any parcels post, on the
How such
ground that it would Injure their business.
result would follow the establishment of the parcels post,
i by no means plain to the understanding of the ordHut even should there be a slight loss to
inary citizen.
of retail grocers, In a few places, the
number
a small
question arises whether this would be worse than for
the country to remain in the grasp of tho extort louate
express companies, for the existence of rural free delivery
o be endangered, and for the postal service to have an
annual deficit rapidly rising to tho $20,000,000 mark,
which the people must yearly pay by general taxes?
That this Is the actual condition which now confronts the country can be denied by none and is unknown
recently called atThe
to but few.
tention to the fact that over 31,000 rural free delivery
routes are now In operation In the United Stutes. ami
the number is Increasing fast. They are the most recent postal development, and a commendable Idea, lint
singular restrictions are Imposed upon . the service.
Congress will not allow rural carriers to deliver a parcel
of merchandise except on payment of 16 cents a pound
postage, and the weight must not exceed 4 pounds. On
parcel the postage is 64 cents, which is
such a
parcel
ordinarily a prohibitory rale. The same
can be mailed to England, postage prepaid for 49 cents.
Apparently congress has not heard or this remarkable
absurdity.
At all events, no legislative remedy Is in
sight.
The subject appears to le sidetracked, session
after session.
Each rural free delivery carrier serves an average
Congress
mile route.
of 125 families on a twenty-fiv- e
will not permit him to convey parcels except at ridiculously high rates, nor take baggage, nor give room to a
passenger.
So the carrier at present runs his wagon
with possibly a load of twenty pounds of letters, newspapers, and circulars.
In many cases the load is not
orer two pounds. Each wagon run on this Chinese wall
system neta an average loss of $1 a day.
The postal
deficit last year was $14,000,000, and Is estimated at
Is it any wonder, with the man$13,000,000 this year.
agement that establishes 31,000 rural delivery routes and,
at the same time, exercises great Ingenuity In preventing
them from doing much of anything?
Those who are well informed know thnt the parcels
post would give the postofflce department a handsome
yearly surplus In the place of the annual deficit; but so
far the express companies have been able to thwart the
needs of the people, and to continue exacting from the
Ballon millions of money where only thousands , should
be charged. And now comes the retail grocers' national
organization, and for fear that Borne one might send tq
a department store for a pound of butter, throws the
weight of Its influence to the grasping express companies,
and demands that there shall not be any parcels post.
Globe-Democr-

at

Aid For Unemployed.

Itecent reports show that Germany standB at the
bead of the list of countries which are engaged in ameliorating the condition of the unemployed. Pecuniary aid
la furnished in that country either through the trade
unions, now numbering nearly 600.000 members, or
through insurance against lack of work, the latter plan
having been tried in several places and advocated as a
national measure of relief.
In the first three months of 1904, the German trade
onions are credited with distributing over $100,000 to
persona out of work. The Insurance scheme is said to
have been unprofitable as a financial enterprise, ana
where deficits occurred they were made up from municipal funds and private philanthropy.
Germany furnishes nearly 500 lodging houses for
traveling laborers and also tias laborers' colonies. The
most material aid to the unemployed, however, is found
in the system of employment bureaus, including private
agencies, the lodging houses ami aid stations, the trade
unions, some associations of most Important of all public
employment bureaus.
It Is said that by frequent communications there is an equalizing of supply and demand.
In Prussia In 1900, 68.2 per cent of the applicants found
work; In 1901, 73.2 per centand in 1!)02, 75.2 per cent.
In Wurtemberg, the proportion was slightly lower, and
in Bavaria almost as high.

Our Foreign Born.
In commenting on the remaks of Chairman Hamilton
when presenting the report of his committee on statehood, the Arizona Star says:
'It will appear from the report that there are less
Chan 17,000 foreign born Mexicans In New Mexico. This
is a less number than Arizona has. Taking Morenci.
Clifton, Globe, Iiisbee, and Tucson, there are more than
0,000 foreign liorn Mexican population, which of course
Includes men. Women and children, as does the estimate
Now wherein rests the soundness of
of New Mexico.
the protest of the leaders of the Arizona democracy
gainst the foreign Mexican population when Arizona
has a greater number of like population? Mr. Hamilton's
statement in a few words expresses the absurdity of the
opponents to statehood on the grounds of the Mexican
population in New Mexico."
The Star misapprehends the statement of Chairman
Hamilton.
He said "foreign Ix'rn inhabitants," not
"Mexicans."
His figures cover all the foreign born resii no
dents of New Mexico, regardless of nationality.
number of foreign born "Mexicans" in thiB territory is
so small indeed, us hardly to be counted by thousands.

Collier's Weekly: What rich men give back to the
community, increasing as it does, bears no comparison
Comto what the public gives away to corporations.
ptroller Myers said in IS'.hi, tliat it would pay any man to
run the New York city government without levying any
taxes, provided he could get possession of all the franchises which the city had in, former times given away,
together with thosu franchises which it still eont rolled.
"Those franchise!! are now so valuable,' he .said, "that if
their present Incumbents were reasonably taxed a sufficient revenue would be obtained to meet the expenses
of city government, thus permitting of the ubolitinn of
Tho rights which public service
taxes. on property."
corporations get for nothing from the cities they would
bo compelled to pay millions for if fliey had to buy such
"No purple,"
rights in property owueii by Individuals.
said Mr. louis Urandeis. about, a year ago, "would have
submitted to such robbery If the facts had been kept
before them."
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CARDINAL GOTTI

Special Sale of Children's
Suits and Overcoats

HIS DEATHBED

From Tht Denver News.

W. T. MoCREIGHT

W. S. STRICKLER

The American Farmer arises, agricultural report in
hand, (o remnrk that it K all a mistake about his being
"stolid and stunned, a broth' r to the ox."
He owns the ox, b'gos.i, and It is the fattest and
slickest ox that trends the earth:' The ox's value, together with that of the rest ot the farmer's stock, figures
up to tne immense sum of $G,oji,ooo,ii(io.
The wealth of the American farmer Is tho wonder
of the world. With the magic of a Mldas he has turned
all the fields to gold.
The wealth production on farms
in 1905 has reached the highest amount ever attained
by the farmer of this or any other countrj.
The total figures $6, 415.000,00u are almost beyond
comprehension.
It may help In realizing the enormity
of this amount to know that if the fanner keeps up tills
rate of production three years more be will have pro
duced an amount of wealth within ten year.-- t equal to
one-ha- lf
of the entire national wealth pi educed in three
centuries.
.
The farmer is king of
The cornstalk is
a humble scepter, but it yields 2,70.non.oon bushels, and
that Is more than any other king's scepter, though of
gold and jeweled, ever did for him In all the history of
the world.
The farmer may have hayseed In his hair, but he
has $605,000,000 worth of hay In the market.
We may laugh at the straw In his mouth, but must
bow down In respect before the most valuuble wheat
crop ever produced in any year In any land.

MONDAY, JANUARY 29, 1906.
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All $3 and $3.50 Suits, special
All $4 and $4.50 two piece Suits, Special
All $3.50, $6 and $13.50 three piece Suits, 8pecial

-

2 5Q

$3 50
'.

three piece Chlldrens' Suits, 3 to 6 years, ranging from
Boys' Overcoats, all $ ones at the Special price of
Boys' Overcoats, all $6 ones at the Special price of
Boys' Overcoats, all $6.50 ones at the Special price of
Boys' Overcoats, all $S ones at the Special price of
All

Boys' OvercoatR.

all

$10

.

43 50

. . . .

.

. .

. .

to$, Special price ..

.$4.75
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2'75
4'00
4'50

'

$5 50
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ones at the Special price of

$600
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Advices from Rome say that Cardinal Jerome Maria Gotti is thought
00XXXX0XOOOOC)XXX)OOC0OC
to he dying.
Cardinal Gotti Is one of the fore
A III!
W
Alka W W
V
most men of the Roman Catholic
church. His name was one of those
voted on by the college of cardinals
when electing a successor to Pone
J. M. Green, In Medical Talk.
Leo XIII.
Cardinal Gotti Is 72 years old. As
prefect of the congregation of propaIs this what our civilization In the end amounts to
ganda, as the organization ' having
the thirst for knowledge (hand in hand with the thirst charge of the church's foreign mis
Is called. Cardinal Gotti exer
for wealth) marching on regardless of cost, regardless sions
cised authority over all the bishops
compassion
parts
human
justice,
of
and
nobler
of
all the
of Asia, Africa, Australia, the British
nature? Is this the result of nearly 2000 years of Chris- possessions. South America and some
tianity?
Is it this to which to humane societies and sections of North America.
bands of mercy, laboriously founded by the true lovers X x x-- x-x
x
of mankind, are doomed; that the lessons of kindness
to all creatures which they Implant in the minds of youth,
CHURCH, CLUB AND
are to be torn up and scattered to the winds by the ? SOCIAL GATHERINGS
M
"educators," who inflict the worst
example of
cruelties, not only unrebnkod but applauded, upon the X x-- x-x
"dumb creatures" they the children have been taught
The Tuesday club's
to love?
reBut he who can without compunction slowly torture ception to new members will be given
tomorrow
at the residence
au Insect to death soon finds he has capacity for expan of Mrs. R. afternoon
H. Lester, on East Railroad
The avenue.
sion in that direction of which he never dreamed.
O
unhallowed and ungoverned thirst "to see" has not only
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Clark, of 724
blackened the world with the deepest Infamy of modern Railroad avenue, have Issued invitatimes the cruel vivisection of dumb animals but has tions for a reception to be given at
and is today desecrating with its pestilential influence the the Clark home Friday evening, FebSo has the trend ruary 2.
sacred rights of the iliospital poor.
ever been the abuse of the human species, excused by
0
Mrs. L. B. Putney has sent out
various false and unworthy pleas, leading to their tor
1
cards
for
a
o'clock luncheon to be
ture for mere curiosity's sake, resulting finally in the
The served at the Alvarado Saturday. Feb
vivisection of the friendless and helpless human.
3 to be followed later in the af
ruary
trend is natural and Inevitable.
ternoon with cards at the handsome
This thirst for knowledge, without the guidance of Putney home
on West Copper avenue.
the higher faculties, is like the thirst for gold, proving
O
to us a curse, dwarfing in Its frightful results any phy
Several church entertainments have
sical thirst for liquor or drug.
For many years our been arranged for the month of Febcivilization has been relaxing all. restraints In this direc- ruary, among them being a "Banqtiet
tion. . ,We have set up material "science" as an Idol, of States,'! by the ladies of the Conforgetting that It form but a part of that broader science gregational church, arranged for Febwhich includes the domain of morals, conscience and ruary 20 and an entertainment of the
We, as a nation, have fought for material wealth, W. C. T. U. by Mrs. L. T. Delaney,
duty.
material success, material glory, almost exclusively, and the second Saturday in February.
as a result are drifting to that Ignoble dostiny which
The ladies of the Degree of Honor
in the past has always been In store for those nations have arranged for a valentine card
which have traveled the same road.
party to be given in Odd Fellows' hall,
Wednesday evening, February 7, at
which time refreshments will also be
XXXX0XX0XXDOCKX)XXXXOC000
served. A small admission fee will be
charged and the public at large is extended an invitation to be present.
M.

FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
COMMERCIAL

Is Like Gold Thirst

000X0000

-x-x

ed

semi-annu-

Approaching Marriage
Calls Reminiscences

THE ATTRACTIONS OF A
GOOD SMOKE.
Are not alone for the amoker, but
for those who smell the true tobacco
aroma. That's why the man who
smokes a poor cigar Is a public pest
that's why the man who smokes a
White Lily cigar Is a public benefactor he adds to the gayety of the nation. If tie Is selfish at the same time
lie can get a huge amount of
out of a White Lily cigar.
Five cents for one; $2 for a box of 60.

CLUB

DIRECTORS

TO MEET

There will be a meeting of the
of directors of the Com- mercial club tomorrow evening
at 7:30 o clock, for the purpose
of completing arrangements for
tne reception of Governor Ma
gernian on February 15. It la ln- tended to make this reception
one of the most brilliant affairs
or its kind ever held In Albuquer- que, and as the Commercial club
has a territorial reputation for
"doing things," it is safe to as- sert that they will succeed in
their endeavors In this line. Gov- ernor Hagerman state he will
be present unless some unforseen
circumstances should arise to pre- vent him, and also that he will
endeavor to have his father and
mother, who have also been ex- tended an invitation to the re- ceptlon, be present.
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RAILROAD

AVENUl
THE FIRST LESSOR
IN BREAD MAKING.
Is the most important of all; that

the selection of proper flour.
There is no difficulty about this if
Empress flour Is chosen. It Is so
good and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The best
bread makers use it for that very
reason.
Is

"

Mrs. James Grunsfeld and son have
gone to El Paso, called there by the
serious illness of her father.
TOO

LATE

PS!!

M. BERGER,

TO CLASSIFY
i

FOR RENT Furnished front room In
a private family. Board if desired.
tlu2 North Second street,

n

in

-

a

.i

frlgajiA.aiMtfH

.j

o

WANTED By man and wife, position
to cook in small hotel, restaurant r
cr boarding house, in or out of the
city. Address ' James
Kelly, 110
East Coal avenue.

4

WOOD, WOOD.
Of all kinds and sizes, at

Yards,

502

M

the
South First street.
i

i

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD
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Ban Francisco Chronicle: If we must have a tariff
war wKh Germany we need not fear the result.
Except
potash, we import nothing which we could uot produce
ourselves and save money by it. in chemicals only are
we at a disadvantage, and that we can change by permitting the use of denaturlzed alcohol iu tho arts, free
of tax. There should be no difficulty In settling those
matters in a Just and dignified manner. The only reason
why we are in such a tangle Is that we send to congress
so statesmen, but the roustabouts of Intriguing UusU.
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EASY PAYMENTS

FURNITURE,
Yesterday evening at their home on'
CROCKERY,
STOVES
Mrs. Samuel
AND RANGES
Neustadt entertained the out of town
f'm
' Vr T.t
,,
guests who are here for the Snellen
i .II' v
r
wedding which occur
These coming nuptials recall those held In the ex
red this afternoon, with a sumptuous
ecutive mansion during the last half century, and par dinner.
Saturday afternoon the
ticularly the international marriage of Nellie Grant and visitors Last
were given a tally-liride
Algernon Sartorls, while General Grant, was president. around the city.
mixes and knoaos j
Happily, the circumstances surrounding Nellie Ganrt's
wedding are not applicable to the courtship and the
Mrs. S. E. Newcomer will receive
x
bread IhcrcoigUiy f Y
approaching nuptials of Miss Alice Roosevelt.
The informally tomorrow afternoon at her
marriage of Miss Roosevelt to Mr. Longworth is not only home at 205 North Walter street In
heartily sanctioned by her father, but it meets with the honor of the friends of Mrs. J. P.
Suggests
HAVE TOU A TELEKaster, of Topeka. Kan., who Is in the
cordial approval of the nation.
Such was not the case city,
PHONE IN YOUR HOME? Enables
guest
tho
of
Newsister,
Mrs.
her
on Nellie Gram's wedding day.
you to order groceries; call the physithe
comer. Mrs. Kaster Is
wife of the
There have been many alterations In the White chief surgeon of the the
Santa Fe
cian; perform social duties, eto. Rates
House since General Grant was president, but the beautifrom five cents per day up. feet u
ful home life of the Grants is daily recalled by the nattell you about It.
Dr. and Mrs. John F. Pearce will
ural American home atmosphere which President RooseThe home life of General Grant receive at their new home on West
velt and family create.
was somewhat similar to that of President Roosevelt. Railroad avenue Wednesday evening,
The Colorado Telephone Co.
The pride of General Grant's heart' was his only daugh- at 8:30 o'clock. A large number of
Room 18 N. T. Armljo Building.
ter, Nellie, and the outside world probably never knew, cards have leen issued for the affair,
nor could it realize, how hard It was for him to give her the house will be especially decorat
ed for the occasion and it Is expected
in marriage to the dashing young Englishman, whose
that tho affair will he among the most
subsequent career was attended with so much matrimonpleasant ot the present season,
ial Infelicity.
Wbo'esa a liquor and Oar Dealers
Although there have been only fonr White House
Last Saturday evening Mr. and Mrs.
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moot 4k
weddings in the lust fifty years there Is no topic more Max Schuster entertained the out of
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St, Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
interesting to the daily visitors to this historic mansion. town guests that were here for the
Jos. Schllti Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
nuptials, with
Tourists, especially women, are delighted when they can Snellenlmrg-Schuste- r
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue sad
hear "Po" I'endle, the venerable usher, who is 82 years au elaborate 6 o'clock dinner. The
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
tastefully
table
was
decorated
with
old and who has been on duty at tho White House for
Street, Albuquerque, New Meztee.
the color FOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD AVE.
more than forty years, relate the details of Nellie Grant's smilax and carnations
lelng pink. The favors were
wedding.
They are shown the exact position of the scheme
Indian papooses, and these,
the
bridal party, and most of the women regard It as a spe- decorations, made a very oddwith
appearcial privilege to lie permitted to sit on a divan which ance, which was highly effective.
marks tho spot In the east room where Miss Grant stood Among the guests present were Mr.
during the ceremony.
and Mrs. Nathan Sncllenhiirg,
tiss
Tuesday,
snellunbttrg, Mill, n, liar.
Much interest still is manifested in Mr. Pendle's llortens-Snellcnhurg.
and
Stanley
Mrs. Clara
marriage of
narration of the incidents attending th
,s
President Cleveland to Miss Frances Folsoni.
This took Sm lh tiburg of Philadelphia,
Coming Aroond Again
Josephine
Nichols of
place in the blue parlor and was a compartlvoly private
Mr. and Mrs. KetupciuYh
function.
Miss Folsom was the daughter of an old Mr.
and Mrs. Adolph Schus'er of l.o
friend of President Cleveland and many years younger Angeles,
Cat.
than he. but the marriage has proved in every respect
to be a happy one.
The card parly given at tin- home
The officiating clergyman was Rev.
The finest candy made at any price: absolutely pure; always fresh,
Myron Sunderland, whom President Cleveland had knowu of Mrs. J. F. Luthy, corner ot
;at
healthy and wholesome. Choc olates and
purest of the
and
Railroad
avenue
Arno
during his early manhood and at whose church the Clevesuvet Satpur..
2::M
urday
at
afternoon
o'clock, full
MIbs
land family worshipped while in Washington.
Bringing you what you
Folsom came to Washington, and with her mother took particulars of which weie (jjven iu
apartments at. one of the prominent hotels a. day or two Saturday's Issue of The Kvrning'
want J Citizen, was one of the inoM eiaiwir-prior to the wedding, after which the couple spent their Hte
Barnstt Building
J. H. O'RIELLY CO , Druggists
and successful entertainments of
honeymoon at Deer park.
the prtsent social season. si handed!
GOOD OLD
The latest wedding in the Wliite House was that of eucher was the feature of uie aftera niece of Mrs. McKlnley, who was a daughter of General noon and the successful prize winners
Hasting, and who married an officer In the United States were Mrs. A. J. Maloy, tirM
al
army.
:
This ceremony was also performed In the blue beautiful Ikjhemian glass
Mrs.!
THE FUEKR UNDERTAKING CO.
consolation tn'i., a
room In the present of Immediate relatives of the young Frank McKee,
W.
Sons
Strong's
0.
307 West Railroad htut.
handsome cut glass dish, and
people.
E
They just won't let htm play
.,.,',
E. Crawford, the lioohy prv,..
Bitti 'Phones.
Dai or Might
STRONG BLOCK
quel of beautiful flowers. Mrs j y
efse
anything
An Error Somewhere.
j
Kaster, of Topeka, Kan., an,i
!..'
"There seems to .e something wrong with this
sie Baldridge assisted Mrs. l.ufay
CLARKVILLK PRODUCE CO
but I can't just make out what it is."
HAY. ORAIN AND FEED
lecemng ana euienainini;.
irf,iit
eighty-fiv"What Is the quotation?"
guests were in,
Wholesale and Retail
f
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
"'Kind hearts nre more than coroners and simple tetn tables being In life
gauicM,
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
'
faith than Mormon blood.' "Minneapolis Tribune.
GreetHlm
602 South First Street Both Phones
A native womau was ..:,
Superintendents
and
Falrvlew
Mil an
A Diplomat.
epileptic fit t the corner uf ;.ii!naj All New Songs
Time
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
&
"Why do you teach your children to recite and sing?'" avenue and
strt-t-m
Fifth
i
FIRE
INSURANCE,
REAL
ESTATE,
"Well." answered (he practical woman, "there has noon and fell to the Hi.!, Ba; after-MONUMENTS
She!
LOANS
to be some way of starting people who come to see you was cared for by pedestrian
January
Monday,
i sub- sale
Seat on
01 211 N. Second St, Both Phones.
ana lorget wnen it's time to go home." wasningxon seiuently recovered
A utorn s tie phoue 451.
suftV.i-.iy
to
Prices, 50c, 7&e and $1.
29.
eoiflnue on home.
feiar.

Washington Letter.

Gold avenue, Mr. and
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Hardware
Company
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EJRs Theatre

January 30 I

Dusst-ndorf-

Northland Singer
BEN HENDRICKS

MELINI & EAKIN,

JUST IN

Whitmans Candies
e

handsomely furnUhed "sobering-up- "
room for intoxicated men wa advocate, by the Rev. J. W. Alton,
pastor of tho Elm Street Methodist church, Chilicothe,
Mo., iu the course, of a temperance talk at a union prayer
service there.
He said: "Thee poor men who get
drunk are the men who really pay the saloon licenses.
They are the men who reduce our taxes 25 cents or
50 cents a head, and when we depend on ihese saloons
Cor reveuue and license them to sell iutoxleauts it is not
fast or fair to lock up In a 'cooler' the man who patronised them.
What we should do Is to provide a handsomely furnished room, with luxurious couches aud
other comforts, In order that the fellow who Is paying
the taxes call sleep off his 'drunk' there."
A

a

Wholesale Agent,
West Copper Ave.
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pany, wtilch also has a branch At
Ueniing, explained that In their business, selling beer and ice, tboy fcad
nothing in the winter for
IS WAKING UP practically
their teams to do, so they concluded
to sell coal.
This company put the price down
and
the other dealers of the town had
From a Lethargic Sleep, and to come
to It. Although many people
of Silver City burn wood and the deBursts Into a State of
mand for coal Is not as great as otherwise, it has exper enced a scarcity of
Feverish Activity.
coal like other places in New- - Mexico.
Domestic coal Is worth $7 per ton
in Demlng, and hard coal brings $13.50
worth $10.50 at Silver
INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT TOWN Hard coal Is
City.
Twenty-fou- r
Homesteads.
Twenty-fou- r
claims and
homestead
'
Special Correspondence.
one desert claim were filed on in Grant
Silver City, Jan. 2S. Much ha l.eeu county during the year ivu, which is
sal. I and written about me present not quite half the number taken up
prosperity of Silver City, but t.ie in Luna county the same year. I becan be and extent of it has been only lieve, however, that Grant county will
vaguely touched upon.
Silver City, show the larger percentage of real
in the filings made, as a
many years ago, was considered a
town of soniu Importance from a nrin- - large part of the land taken up In
lng point of view. Those were the' Luna county was filed upon for specuyears of the Hearst smelter, and when lation when It whs thought that the
this smelter closed down, so went the Fraternal sanitarium was going to be
importance of Silver City, and only located there.
Sliver City Wide Open.
did the town retain its place on the
map beyond the degree of ft terminal
Sliver City Is one of the few towns
point of a branch of the Santa Fe, of the territory in which the Snnday
through the cattle industry of Grant c iwlng mw Is not observed, and accounty, of which it is the county sent cording io one of the county olHoials,
.Sliwiff
and trading center. From the- time the fault Is entirely tuat
the Hearst smelter closed down until Fainisworlh, who Is charged with not
a year ago, Silver City passed through combining with the district attorney
a period of quiet restfulness with the In securing evidence upon which the
exception of its annual flood, which saloonists might be indicted.
has promised complete obliteration i Two years ago several Silver t uyg
several times, and the occasional sa- - Jolutlsts were punished for not olcy-inthis law and Judge Parker is
loon fight or shooting Bcrape whicn
quoted as ordering them to keep closfront lerism It has not yet outgrown.
ed. The "lid" went on for a little
The Awakening.
while, but since the last election, the
But a year ago this period of leth- saloonists
have had little regard for
argy was broken and now the whole
court's Instructions. However, it
of Grant county; as well as the county the
believed that the appointment of
seat, has burst Into a state of feverish j is
Herbert J. Hagerman as governor will
prosperity and the era promises to be have
to put the lid on
a
long lived. The primary cause of this tight, fortendency
according to some of the
change for the better was tne taking more uromlnent
ueonle of Silver City,
over of all the Hearst Interests in the the matter will be brought
to the
vicinity of Silver City, including the governor's view.
fragments that remained of the old
Hearst smelter, by the Comanche
.Mining. and Smelting company, an NEW LUTHERAN CHURCH
Arizona corporation composed of east-er- a
WAS DEDICATED SUNDAY
capitalists.
Immediately on taking- - over the
properties, the new cofnpany set about
0. WENNINQ, THE PASTOR,
to do things. The old smelter was re- REV.
AND REV. L. P. LUDOEN, OFFIbuilt with a capacity of 600 tons daily
CIATING CLERGYMEN.
and a new concentrating mill was set
up with 400 tons capacity dally. The
M. - a hern vesterdav turned over
plans upon which the new company is
keys to the
doing things, are those mapped out to the congregation the cnurcn,
wnicn
by the Hearst people and were ahout new St. Paul s Lutheran
was dedicated with
to be put into effect, when the smelter In the mornlne
trust cabbaged the old smelter. These all due ceremony.
Rev. G. wennlng, the pastor or tne
plans included all the improvements to
dedicathe smelter and smelting plants and church, was assisted in the Ludden.
forty-fiv- e
miles of narrow gauge rail- tory services by Itev. L. P.
road extending to some fifteen or of Omaha. Neb., the western field sec
retary of the Lutheran churcn. me
twenty mining properties in the mountains surrounding Silver City. Fourteen were both impressive and Interestmiles of this road is now completed ing.
Tne new church Is located on South
to the camp of Santa Rita, and the
manager for the company says that Sixth street, and has Just been
at a cost of $4,000. It Is with
the rest will be built forthwith, and
probably more, too. The company al- out a doubt among the handsomest
conso has under consideration the
temples ot worship In Albuquerque.
struction of additional smelting furAt 3 o clock sunuay anernuun ai a
connaces of 250 tons capacity. The
fellowship meeting the greetings of
at
centration and smelting plants are
Albuquerque pastors were extended by
present idle owing to the dismantled Rev. Mr. Rollins of the I.ead avenue
to
are
also
state of the boilers, which
Methodist church. Rev. Mr. Rollins
be increased.
n.nrl tin. snrlnturp lesson and an ad
Properties Being Worked.
dress was made by the Rev. Lud
Besides developing and working Its den.
'
Last evening's services were conown properties and smelting its own
ore, the Comanche Mining ami Smelt- ducted by the Rev. Ludden. His
ing" company ts engaged iff 'doing a theme was "Individuality," and a very
custom business on outside ores at forcible discourse It was.
Tnilv-HeMr. Luddon and Rev.
the smelter and buying out l ight ores
hauled and shipped to them . The Mr. Wenning were at Bclen where re
writer was pointed out ores on the ligious services were conducted, tnis
dump that came from mines ,of Ari- evening Rev. Mr. Ludden will conduct
zona and New Mexico and even Colo- devine worship at the new church
rado, but more extensively from New here at 8 o'clock.
A large amount of
Mexico mines.
copper and lead ores from the Magda-len- a VY. C. T. U. SECURES
district filled one bin.
Tho properties owned and being
FIRE DRILL IN SCHOOLS
worked by the Comanche company
are the Jellett low grade mine near
The niott important matter brought
I'inos Altos, which is now down l."
up at the meeting of the Women's
feet; the lacific, Atlantic and Deep Christian
Temperance union held late
Down, each down between 800 and
of
1,0110 feet; the Mina Grande, Mogul Saturday afternoon at the home
Ira D. Cassldy, was the
and Keft Woman, w hich are now pro- Mr. and Mrs.
fact mat. through the efforts of the
ducing daily a large tonnage of
ore; the Burro, oBoue, union tho board of education had de
Oqunqua and Klondike are a quartette ckled to put tho children of the pubof young mines under extensive de- lic schools through a fire drill.
This Is a dally part of the routine
velopment that promises well; and
Chloride and Chloride Flats, formerly in most of the eastern schools, and in
good silver producers, that are not case of serious fires has been the
considered by any means exhausted. means of saving many lives, as by it,
pupils are dismissed from the buildThe officers of the Comanche Mining and Smelting company are: S. S. ings in a quick, orderly and systematic
Curry, of Ironwood, Mich., president manner. A panic Is thus averted
and director; Carl l,andHee, of Mi- which Inevitably results In great loss
lwaukee,
director; T. G. Atkinson, of life. So adept to pupils get In
Breen Gay, Wis., director; Clias. K. leaving school buildings during fire
Longhren, secretary and general man- drill that In some of the largest east
ager; Henry W. Edwards, superin- ern high, schools it has leen ascer
tendent; John K. Snyder, cashier. The tained that within five minutes after
carries 175 men, the alarm Is sounded, the buildings
company pay-ro- ll
which does not Include a large num- are free from human beings.
doing contract
ber of contractors,
work, on the mines and on the railroad. Four locomotives are owned by THE OLD LADY IS
the company and It builds Its own ore
BEGGING AT GALLUP
ears. The cars are built entirely of
steel, with dump lottoms.
Otner Grant County Mines.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Gallup, N. M., Jan. 29. Mrs. King,
The creation of a local market for
ore by the rebuilding of the smelter
the old crippled woman, who held
has caused many abandoued mines- to forth in the ladies' waiting room at
reopen, stimulated the development of Albuquerque, and touched all who ennew ones aud given those working at tered who had tender hearts and
a living prolit a new lease of life and louse purse strings. Is now using the
increased a general activity all over waiting room at this place for lodgthe district.
ings and working the easy for board
The Burro Mountain Copper com- and traveling expenses.
pany, operating Alteon uidus from
The boys at the depot soon got
Silver City, is working 1"" '"en aud next, but tender hearts kept dropping
concenproducing daily 200 tons of
In and she worked them to a finiRh.
trates.
She
calmed that her baggage had not
opMining
coinpauy,
The Ernestine
arrived,
but when asked by the agent
yo
City,
miles west of Silver
erating
for
check
that he might wire for
her
beproducing
Is
cyanide
plant,
with a
could not produce, and made
tween $20,000 and $lo,ooo in silver it. theexcuses.
other
aud gold monthly.
It seems a shame to say anything
The Heruiosa coinpauy, at Hanover, against
a cripple, but when deformithe Kockefeller mines at Santa Hita,
exaggerated and used to exand the Colorado Fuel aud Iron com- ties are
pany at Fierro, are other active camps tort money by working, on the symas she Is
working in close proximity to Silver pathies of the pesscrs-bymost certainly doing here, something
w
City.
must be said to protect the easy and
What Town Is DoingV
professional
Geo. Bell, proprietor of the Cave unthinking from such
saloon, is building a two story brick impogters.
block, 75 feet det-- with 50 fool frout,
just west of Farms worth Bros." groPOLICE. COURT
cery store, which is to be occupied by
of
bo
a brauch
a new bank said to
In police court this morning Frank
Albuquer-nn- o
the State National bank ofstory
brick Brown, Antonio Garcia and Ed. Tucker
new
two
Another
were sentenced to serve five days each
building is planned Just across the on
the city streets. They pleaded
street west of the Hell buiming. taking guilty
to vagrancy.
A new hospital capable of
Knuckles filed a plea of guilty
care of s Urse number of patients, to John
at 8pringer's barn. In dehas been built within the past six faultfighting
of a $10 fine lie will work ten
months, two miles from Sliver City.
Gallup coal is sold here at $G per days for the city.
Fred Rupert, arrested laid Saturton, the same price K brings in Albu-J..rThin fa 12 less than it day for intoxication, pleaded guilty.
hrv.ntrhr in silver City a year ago. The Judge Crawford gave him his choice
reduction was brought about by the of paying a $5 fine or serving ten
reooenine of the smelter, which innu days in the streets.
nnwit lha Santa Fe to reduce the
All pastors In the city yesterday
freleht 95 cents a ton. and by a coal morning
exchanged pulpits for the
war which is going ou between the
service. The exchange was
three coal dealers of Silver City. The morning
Silver City Beer and Ice company is inaugurated Sunday a week ago, but
the aggressive element in ine war, the full exchange of pastors aoi pulwhich begin lu 1ht fall with the cold pits wan not completed until yesterweather. The manager for this com day's services..
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HORSES CAN NOT

THIS AFTERNOON

BE CHECKED HIGH

Osborne Rollins From Warren, Miss Irma J. ichuster and Women's Christian TemperPa., to Pasadena Arrived
Abraham Snellenburg
ance Union Will Ask
In Albuquerque Safely.
United inMarriage.
Council to
YOINGSIER'S

WERISIING

THE CEREMONY

TALK

WAV IMPRES

IVE

This afternoon at 6 o'clock the wedding bells rang their sweetest, when
Miss lrma J. Schuster, of this city,
was Joined In holy wedlock to Abraham Snellenburg, of Philadelphia, Pa.
The nuptials were the prettiest celebrated In Albuquerque in many years,
the impresHive services being solemnized at th-- Congregation Albert temple, lu the presence of thirty-si- x
relatives and close friends of the contractparties
ing
.residing in tuis city.
Just prior to the entrance of the
bridal party, Miss Ada Campfleld sang
lu splendid voice "Naomi and Ruth. "
As the bridal party entered the temple, Prof. t. L. Krebs filled the auditorium with the strains of Wagner's
wedding march from Lohengrin. Llt-tl- o
Miss Lillian Keuiponich, the flower
girl, and a niece of the bride, preceded
the bride and groom down the central
aisle, strewing a pathway of flowers
as she went.
At the altar handsomely and profusely adorned with palms, Bmllax,
white hyacinths and carnations, a perfect bower of beauty, Rabbi Kaplan
met Cupid's couple and spoke the
words that made them man and wife.
At the conclusion of the service Prof.
Krebs struck up Mendelssohn's wedding march.
The bride was attired In a becoming princess gown of chiffon, trimmed
in Duchesae lace. She carried a large
bouquet of orchids. She was attended by Miss Hortense Snellenburg, a
sister of the groom, ami Miss Margaret Schuster, her sister.
The
bridesmaids wore handsome creations
of pink and white and carried pink
roses.
Mr. Milton Snellenburg, a brother
of the groom, acted as best man. Both
the groom and his best man were at
tired In the conventional black. The
flower girl, little Miss Lillian
wore a pink and white gown.
To the delightful strains of Mendelssohn's march the bridal party and
guests left the temple ami were driven
to the palatial home of Mr. and Mrs.
L. Kempenich, a sister of the bride's
mother, where at 6 o'clock tin elaborate wedding dinner was served.
. During this period of conviviality,
the Alvarado trio renuered a repertoire of choice selections from an

There arrived iu Albuquerque Saturday evening on No. 1, Oslorne
Rollins, who hailed from the good old
state of Pennsylvania and was bound
to Pasadena, Cal.
Osborne Rollins is a boy but 7 years
old and without a doubt In the youngest tourist who has travelled over tne
Santa Fe railroad, for any distance, In
a long period.
Oxborno lives in Warren, n town of
about. 10,000 Inhabitants Just over the
New York state line. Ho has traveled all the way from that far off city
alone, a distance of nearly 1,800 miles.
The boy. Is on his way to Pasadena,
to join his father", with whom he will
make an extensive visit.
Osborne stepped off the train here
and walked to the Alvarado lunch
room with as decided a step and calm
manner as would a man who has traveled all his life. The incoming conductor kept a watchful eye upon the
youngster, however, and kept him under surveillance until relieved by the
conductor who took the train over the
next division.
Osborne, in telling about his long
ride, said: "I got on a big. long
street car at Warren and rode, on it
all the way Into New York state. At
Jamestown a man named Garneid,
who owns the Erie road, met me, gave
nke a long hunk of paper and put me
on the cars. It was a dandy ride over
that slick road. The men that came
around now and then and punched
holes in my paper were always asking
me If I was all right. 'Course I was,
for hadn't I been to Indiana before
that? The paper puncher came around
at Chicago and led me into the station. Gee. but that Is a big place.
Cars tooting in and out all the time.
A man that looked like a coon came In
with a red cap on and put me on this
car and here I have been ever since."
The boy was so busy talking that he
failed to eat his sandwich before the
came
conductor yelled, "A'board!
after him and lifted his charge on the
train. He hung onto the sandwich
for dear life, however, and was munch
ing away on it when No. 1 pulled uot.
By this time Osborne is with bis
father and prolably the happiest kid
In the United States.
The trip of the
old boy demonstrates most clearly the safety
with which even a child can ride from
New York city to 8an Francisco. To
travel on the Erie railroad In its luxuriously equipped and fast trains It Is
not necessary to- - even change depots
at Chicago. The moving palarcs operated by the Santa Fe are waiting
for you to step aboard. Then across
the continent you are whirled to the
sunny clime of New Mexico, Arizona
or California.
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Have Removed to the New
Staab Building
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The common council of Albuquerque
will be asked at Its next meeting to
do all within its power to stop one of
the greatest abuses a horse is subject-

RAILROAD

AVENUE

ed to, viz.,
They will receive a visit from several ladles of the Duke City who are
over-checkin- g.

members of the Woman's Christian
Temperance union. Their names are
Mrs. O. E. Wilson, Mrs. Miy .1. Borden, Mrs. Bert Drury, Mrs. Porterfleld
and Mrs. I T. Dclaney.
These ladles form a committee appointed at a recent meeting of the
union when the welfare of the horse
was among the principal topics dis
cussed. It was decided that this animal was abused In many ways. The
most common and general maltreat
ment, however, Is the cruel manner
In which he Is checked up.
In the sypostum which the bringing
up of this subject resulted In It was
the opinion of all present that some
effectual method must be adopted to
eliminate this unnecessary cruelty.
The decision was finally reached to
bring the matter before the common
council.
The city dads will be addressed at
some length by the committee. They
will be urgently requested to pass an
ordinance prohibiting the checking of
horses. If this can not be the dads
will be asked to pass an ordinance
prohibiting the checking of a horse
unnecessarily high, etc.
As the ladles of Albuquerque usually
get what ttiey ask for within the
iKMtnds of reason, and they never file
but the wisest of requests, there Is
little doubt but what teamsters and
others owning horses will have to use
more care In checking their animals
after the council meets again.

Albert Faber
Furniture, Carpets

2

I

and Draperies

T. Y. Mayna?cl
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AND
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BUILT IN THE STATES

V

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

J

ERECTED IN PORTO RICO
ALBUQUERQUE
OF
LADY GOES TO INSULAR POSSESSION ON BUSINESS.

RELATIVE

Harley L, Ellsworth, of Dunkirk, N.
brother of Mrs. Charles H. Eddy,
of this city, sailed yesterday from
New .York city for San Juan, Porto
Rico. Mr. Ellsworth's luggage, among
y
other things, consisted of a
frame house which he constructed in
such a manner that it could be taken
to pieces readily and made Into a parcel. This house, modern in every particular, will be erected on a plantation
near Snn Juan, for a fruit company
compweri of American capitalists. It
will be the first structure of Its kind
ever made In the United States and
put up on the Insular possession.
Y.,

MISSION

FURNITURE

Latest Designs Just Received, from

SHOP OF THE CRAFTERS
Ladles' DeBks and Chairs. Customers' Date Racks, Book Racks, Hat
Racks. Hall Trees, Library and rarlor Stand Tables, Medicine Cabinets and Rockers.

The guest of honor during the cere
mony was Mrs. Josephine Elchholz,
of Germany, the mother of Mrs. Max
SchUBter and Mrs. L. Kempenich.
Among others In attendance were:
Mr. and Mrs. R. Snellenburg, parents
of the groom; Milton, Harry and Stan
ley buellenburg.
brothers of the
groom; Mrs. Joseph Snellenburg,, all
of Philadelphia; Mr. and Mrs. Adolph
Schuster, Los Angeles; A. Staab, Santa Fe.
The ushers were: Harry SnellenCLAIMS RELATIONSHIP
To Insure a good drug store, are experience, energy, accuracy, repburg and Julius Staab.
TO A PHILANTR0PIST
Tho bride and groom-merthe re JEWISH SITUATION
utation to sustain and cash. "We've got 'em."
cipients of many 'useful
beautiful, !
NOW IN RUSSIA
Both have clrtselv guurded
THIS presents.
MR. PEABODY
WEAVES
where
INTO HIS HARD LUCK to. Totheir bridal tour will take them
CLAIM
PKOPVN. ALVARADO PHARMACY
The Citizen representative the
YARN FOR ALMS.
Brussells, Jan. 29. The General
First St. and Gold Ave.
bride said: "No, we have not yet deBoth Pboaet.
Jewish Congress called by the Zionwhere we will go."
The authorities have another char- cided
organization
ists
to
consider
dis
and
That the usual leluge of rice, etc..
itable charge on their hands. His may not necessarily
be dispelled cuss the. situation of the Jews In Rus
name Is Peabody, and according to with, a close watch will be maintainsia, met here today. The attendance
We carry a complete stock of
reports reaching the inillce depart- ed over Mr. and Mrs. Snellenburg in is very large and nearly every country
motors for alternating and direct
ment, the fellow uses this cognomen order to prevent them slipping out of In the world is represented by deleliiWiWV
currents.
gates. The brutal outrages against
to excellent advantage. In approach- the city.
ing a party for alms, Peabody lays
Following this Journey, wheresoever the Jews In Russia have aroused genHOUSE WIRING A SPECIALTY.
particular emphasis on the fact that It may be, Mr. and .Mrs. Snellenburg eral indignation all over the world
he lmars relationship to the Philadel- will make their future home in Phila- and have given a strong Impetus to
Electric, Gas & Combination
phia philanthropist of that name,
the cause of the Zionists, who aim
delphia.
Fixtures
Peabody has only one good limb.
The bride is. Hie accomplished at the establishment In Palestine of a
The other. In slangology, is a "bum" daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Max Schus- - legally secured home for the Jewish
leg, made supposedly of cork. The iter, of this city, and her husband a people.
man is often accompanied on bis beg- young business man of the Quaker
The leaders of the Zionist movement
ging tours by bis wife and children. City. Both have a host of friends to have sent an appeal for financial help
It is reported that he Is addicted ta wish them a bon voyage o'er life's sea all over the world and have addressed
Jews and Gentiles alike, urging them
the '"hop" habit.' The authorities are and the best of luck mid happiness.
planning to move him and his family
to contribute toward a fund, which
on to Gallup. Gallup will probably do DEPUTY MRShTlFORNOFF
would enable the Zionists to help the
oppressed Jews In Russia. All Jews
likewise. The family have only been
I0H.-P- .
6. F. Induction Motor
sympathize with the Zionist
here a short time.
LEAVES FOR GALLUP who
movement are urged to purchase a
218 South Second Street.
shekal each of twenty-fiv- e
cents,
M0TUARY.,
GOES TO INVESTIGATE THE CASE which will entitle the owner to vote
Agents General Electric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.
OF FRANK BELL. SAID TO HAVE for a delegate to the ZIonlBt congress
Florence Anderson.
es.
Those Jews, who are not Zionists
CONFESSED TO KILLING COL. J.
Mrs. Florence Anderson, w'no came
and persons who are not Jews, but
FRANCISCO CHAVES.
to this city about one month ago from
sympathize with the oppressed Jews
Chicago, died in this city Saturday,
in Russia, are urged to purchase
Deputy United States Marshal Fred
at the age of 32 years. The remains
which
also cost twenty-fiv- e
I
have been shipped to Chicago for bur- Fornoff left Albuquerque Saturday cents a piece, but confer no rights or
ial. She leaves a child three months nigbt for Prescott. Ariz., where he privileges, but are merely a token of
ANTONIO ARMIJO, Prop.
goes to look Into the case of Frank the owners sympathy with the op'
old.
Bell, said to have confessed to the pressed or with the work of the ZionHOME GROWN PURE CHILE
Patrick Begley.
assassination of Colonel Chaves in ists.
Patrick Begley, 45 years of age and Novenilte.r, 1904.
Bell, It Is said, gave himself up to LITHOGRAPHER8 CONSIDER
single, died last evening at his apartSpecial Salee Every Saturday. Auto Phone 601. 121 N. Third Street
ments in this city from tuberculosis. the officers at Prescott, saying that
THE EIGHT HOUR LAW
The deceased Is not very well known he had killed Colonel Chaves, but later
lluttalo, N. V., Jan. 29. Two imIn this city, he having been here but advices state that he has since denied
two months. No one knows the for- this alleged confession, and now sayH portant questions will be considered
mer borne of the deceased and he that he cau prove t lr.it be was elso- - and decided at the annual convention
Lithographers'
lie International
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PAGE SIX.

CHICAGO'S MOST

GREWSOME

RECORD

OF

FOR YOUTHS.

That the laws of Illinois are
stringent enough, If enforced, is
Indicated in the cases of Peter
""

T

V

s

t

f

Brady, 20; Jos. Hase, 20, and
l,awrence Roscoe, 19. who have
Just been sentenced to prison for
They were charged with
lifo.
committing eight highway robber- - a
ies In one night. They were con- vlcted for a robbery that netted a
them only 15 cents apiece. They
blame Dance Halls and Saloons
for their downfall.

t

t

A ft

Chicago, 111.. Jan. 29. This city,
used as it is to violence snd crime,
Is aghast at a remarkable epidemic
of homicides of the most revolting
description. The latest victims were
JUST

A

three women who were murdered by
male assailants. The most, terrifying
murders, robberies and other serious
crimes remain unsolved mysteries.
Holdup men lurk in almost every
alley; gangs of mashers lounge in
front of saloons on streets frequented
by young women returning from work
at dnrk; young rowdies prowl the
gambling flourishes under
utreetR;
cover of barrooms and clubs, and burglars enjoy a nightly harvest in flats
and stores.
Iegenrates of the most abhorrent
type infest downtown sidewalks and.
despite the vigilance of BO detectives,
detailed for the sole purpose of preventing their practices, these social
outcasts subject women and young
girls to the insult of sight, so.ind
and touch. They are so uumcrous
thry are recognized as a clnss.
62 Murders In 8lx Months.
On the records of the polios depart- -

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City,
and all points North and East by the

CARNETT KING
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Vocal Instruction and voice build
Studio, 412 South
Fifth street. Automatic phone. 741

Ing a specialty.
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Special Correspondence The Citizen:
Washington, D. C. Jan. 29. Miss
Roosevelt's wedding gown, in fact,
the entire trousseau, Is of American
Th materials, of heavy
ri whit .fttin e,nd brocade, was
designed especially for the White
House bride by a firm in Paterson, N.
J. This same firm deblgned and man-- ,
ufactured Mrs. Roosevelt's famous inauguration gown brocade. Mrs. RooseIs a
velt selected her own design. It scatfine cross pattern with a crescent
tered at Irregular Intervals. This brocade will be used la the full court
train of three yards, while the plain
satin will make the bodice and panels.
Nearly all of Ulss Roosevelt's trousseau Is In the hands of a Baltimore
modlxte firm that has gowned three
venerations of the Washington and
Baltimore smart set.
Miss Roosevelt will become Mrs.
Mobota Ltfogworta, r U FrUoeae

,.,.f

4h.

,'!

.,..

' Wi

robe, built on severely plain lines.
Her robe will be fashioned according
to court regulations, for It Is to do
dual service, first at the wedding and
then at the court of King Edward VII
Th train will measure three yards
and will come from the back widths
and swell into billowy folds, with a
soft ruffle of chiffon pocplng beneath.
Miss Roosevelt, who has gained the
reputation of being one of the best
gowned women In America, has spent
much thought on the details of her
bridal robe. The bodice will be embroidered in seed pearls and a wide
leaf design of soft silks. Som6 rare
old lace which has adorned the wed
ding finery of several generations of
tho Lees, the maternal ancestors of
the bride, will be draped on the
sleeves and form a bertba effect. A
veil of tullo and orange blossoms will
complete the toilet and Miss Roone-vel-t
may carry an Ivory prayer book,
which her uelbvr m4 when aha be

DININQ
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURI8T CARS, CHAIR
CARS.

MISS ALICE

ijii'
--

trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

On all through

f or Illustrated advertising matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

i

Santa

Fe Central Railway Svstem

SUNSHINE

Increases tne Strength.
reasonable amount of f.xnl thor
oughly digested and properly assimi
always
increase the
will
lated
strength. If your stomach is n "little
Cure
Dyspepsia
will digest
off Kodol
what you eat and enable the digestive
organs to assimillate and transform
Always

A

all food Into
Kodol relieves

tlssue-bulldin-

vour country
Do

good

turn

back

by send-

ing us a Hat of their
addresses.
and
names
We will send them descriptive land literature
about your section of the
Southwest.
Write today to

blood.

?

Sour Stomach, Helen-ing- ,
Heart-Burand all forms of
Palatable and strengthening.
came the bride of Theodore Roose
velt
Sold by all druggists.
o
Some of the evening gowns which
Good Reason for Editor's Pride.
Misa Roosevelt Is having made may
give the Londoners and Parians a new
When Watson was prosecuiin? atidea of American fabrics and Amen torney, the first question lie pnt to a
jilry
can dressmakers. One gown Is pale man who was going to sit In
green tisHUe built over deep yellow bax was "Do you reaa in- - sharp
moire with drapery of frosted leaves Shooter?" And if be said "x..." then
bodice. be was well and duly qualified.
and exquisitely embroidered
Another evening gown Is a fotc'nlng Holla (Mo.) Sharp Shooter.
combination of fine ellk lace, tulle
May Live 100 Years.
and satin in deep cream with drapery
The cnances for living a '
cen
ami combinations of the most effecttury are excellent In the ca.-- ,. f Mrs
ive style.
Me.
A broadcloth gown of old rose trim- .letinle Duncan of Haynei.N-med with sable and Persian embroid- now 70 years old. She
;,
my
of
erv Is annthor f h handsome toilets trie Hitters cured
dy
and
bt lug prepared by a Washington tailor spepsia of 20 years' nar-ifor the trousseau.
In the matter or made me feel as well andli"'u-i- - as a
Electric
cure
lingerie. Miss Roosevelt has neeu young girl."
Stomach and Liver DUe . ,, Hlood
equally patriotic. All the dainty
General Debility aa i bodily
and stitching has beeu given disorders,
weakness. Sold on a guaranty m an
to a girl's Industrial borne 1
drussUts. Price omy tuc.
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Gen. Colonization Agent, A. T. &
S. F. Ry.,

Railway Exchange, Chicago.
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way, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. GRIM SHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
0
FRANK D I BERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
J. P. LYNO.
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt 0
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SANTA FE, N. M. IV
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Cheap Rate to

A

California
Callfornians raise gold they don't mind much how. An easier way
has been found than that. It is now obtained by farming. The alchemy
or nature converts the oranges, lemons, olives, grapes, wheat, alfalfa
and other products of the soil into good clothes, comfortable residences,
and assuring bank accounts. 'Tis being done every day In California.
Wouldn't it pay you to Inquire Into this? Better yet, why not go there?

ONLY
From Albuquerque to alnvoat all points in California and to many places
Liberal atop over privileges.
February 15 to April 7, 1906. Tourist sleepers dally
dally,
On sale
on fast trains. Harvey meals.
T. E. PURDY, Agent,
For particulars, apply to
The Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe Ry. Co., Albuquerque, N. M.

In Arizona.

La Ciniifli

SMOKE

HAVANA CIGARS
Sold by all Dealer
Rich and Fragrant

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Pr op'r .

i 2 0 West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

Thos. F. KeleherAND

PAINTS,

OIL8, VAHKISHES
BRUSHES.

Saddles, Lap
Haraess,
Leather,
Robes, Horse Hlankets, Etc. Pal
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
AVENUE
RAILROAD
109 WE8T
Citizen
Subscribe for The
snd get
the news.

Price
50c
Free Trial.

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.

Room 17. N. T. Armljo Building.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

FEED AND TRANSMEN AND WOMEN. LIVERY, SALE
FER STABLES
I'm Ht U for onnaiart
diai bi:i.4uUniiiitiuut,
irriftiuut- cr uUvnnioM
Horses and Mules bought and exchangee
I4 f ratUt.
BEST TURNOUT8 IN THE CITY
fur
Second street, between Rai:road and
tr l"rt,
-

$1-0-

nd LUNG TKOUiJ- UiaJorWONKI BACK.
wxt-oni-

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parti
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the EI Paso ft Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fo with the Denver ft Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific rail-

-

help settle

Wor Id"

Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo ond Colorado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and PueWo with
all llnee oast and west. Tlmo as qulofc
and rates as low as by other lines.

.5R.G.System

the victims we.e women who
ment are 200 unsolved murder mys- fcur of
a', the ban Is of n.is i uiiti.
teries. Many of them ? more grew-si'i.i- e died pnd
moral :'rgenriie
and honibln than the "Murders
Sergeant John DeLon?. slutletician
in tie Rue Morgue." SUca July 26
the police, has a reaivd of 19H9
there hove been 62 nurl'rs Twenty- - for
murders since 1872. Of the last 20 ...SANTA fE BRANCH...
murderers, 10 escaped.
Fourteen persons accused or as
many crimes have been exonerated Effective Dec?mber JO,1905
OF
within the past five months, only
Westbound
three have been sentenced to be hang Eastbound.
ed Johann Hoch, bigamist and the
No. 425.
Stations.
No. 426.
suspected slayer of 20 women; Robt.
EXACT PICTURE OF THE WHITE HOUSE BRIDE'S ROBE AND VEIL, DRAWN BY CARL HURLBUT, WITH
Ke
Ar.
3:30 p m
11:00
am Lv. Santa
Newcombe, colored, slayer of Mrs.
A DESRIPTION OF THEM.
Expand a
1:26 p m
Florence Poor, Wm. Blue and Police 12:51 p ni
12:26pra
Embudo
Sergeant John Shine, and John Miller, 2:11 p m
11:36pm
Darranca
who slew his wife and their two small 3:00 pm
10:29 p m
Servilleta
4:02 p m
children.
10:00pm
4:32 p m
Tres Piedras
Dr. Oliver Hart, a young physician
8:10 p m
Antonlto
and pervert, drugged Irene Klokow, an 6:45 p m
6:40 a m
Alamosa
adopted child, and fatally misused 8:30 p m
11:05 p m
Pueblo
her. Hart pleaded guilty. In spite of 8:00 am
9:40 p ra
Colo. Springs
abundant evidence of his outrages on 4:35 a m
7:00pm
other little girls, he escaped with a 7:30 a m Ar. Denver Lv.
sentence of 45 years In an asylum for
Trains stop at Embudo for dinnor,
the criminal Insane. If he recovers where
good meals, are served.
reason,
or
his
convinces the author!
Connections.
so,
ties he has done
he will be liber
At Antonlto. for Durango, Silverton
ated. Dr. Hart's father, a rich real and intermediate points.
dent of St. Louis, paid many alienists
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
to prove his son s Insanity.
Intermediate points, via either tne
Asks More Police.
standard gauge line via La veta Pass
Chief of Police Collins ascribes the or the narrow gauge via Sallda, mak
prevalence of crime to an Inadequate ing the entire trip in dayiignt ana
police force, a growing contempt for passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL
law, the abuse of the parole system GORGE. Also for all points on tne
which liberates habitual criminals Creede branch.
from the state prisons almost as rap
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A..
idly as the police send them there, and
Denver, Colo.
the effectiveness of lawyers of pout
A. 8. BARNEY, Traveling Freight
leal Influence, who prevent the en and Passenger Agent.
forcement of punitive laws. He says:
"Chicago has fewer policemen today
than it has had since 1891. We need RAILROAD TIME TABLE
1.500 more young men and the dls
placement of 600 superannuated men
(In effect November 12, 1905.)
now on the force. We need better
Eastbound.
educational facilities and abolition of
the saloons and club rooms which af No. 2. Atlantic Express, arrives 7:65
a. in-- , departs 8:30 a. m.
ford rendesvous for young hoodlums,
Habitual criminals should not be No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:69
p. tn., departs 12:09 a. m.
given pardons and criminals of the up
per classes should be punished as well No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p. m., departs
as the moneyless and friendless crlm
7:45 p. m.
Inals."
Chief Collins made the remarkable No. 10, Chicago Fast Mail, ra.arrives
6:50 a. m-- , departs 7:30 a.
admission that It was dangerous for
Westbound.
women to be out at night in Chicago,
arrives 7:30
and advised them to remain Indoors No.p. 1, California Express,
m., departs 8:15 p. m.
The Criminal "Pull."
Limited, arrives
In a remarkable annual report made No. 3, California 11:20
a. m.
to Chief Collins, Detective Woold 11:10 a. m., departs
Express.
ridge, the department's expert, says: No. 7, Mexico &p. California
m., departs 11:59.
arrives 10:45
The police are hampered in the
m- performance of their duty. The worst No. 9, Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p.
Southbound.
snag Is interference.
Everybody ar No.
9, Mexico Express, departs 12:18
rested is somebody s son. Politicians,
p. m.
clergymen, friends, relatives, and fel
freight train, No. 99, southlow criminals go to extreme ends to Local
bound, departs at 5 a. m-- , and car
defeat justice. The first move Is an
ries passengers.
endeavor to Induce the policeman to
Arrives From South.
drop the prosecution. Criminals era No. 10, Mexico
Express, arrives 6:60
ploy lawyers who are obstructlngly
a. m.
'technical' If not worse. They procure No. 10 makes all local stops east of
numerous continuances to tire out wit
Albuquerque.
nesses and officers. Annoyances of all No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
by
witness
the
encountered
kinds are
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
who prosecutes a criminal. They drop No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
stages
disgust.
of
out at various
9an Francisco.
the criminal Is convicted interference All trains dally.
Is
Judge
Importuned
continues. The
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
in 'chambers' to be lenient, or grant
a new trial, it me prisoner nas tn
money his attorneys seem to secure
new trials and other legal processfl:
without difficulty until his money is
gone. If he is finally sentenced and
started to the penitentiary he uses
more money when it can be procured
by misguided friends and relatives to
Induce the pardon board to liberate
him. Every department of the courts
is amenable to the Influence money Wishes to
w&1)
ll
can buy. One of the commodities that
is a staple, among otners or Judicial
favor Is the
"Law's delay."

HERE IT IS

Gen. Pass. Agent.

CULTURE.

MRS. W. H. MILLS.

THE OFFICIAL WEDDING GOWN

R. STILES

EL PASO, TEXA8.

VOCAL INSTRUCTION.

ob-he- 'i

V.

General Agent.

and scalp. Complexion steaming and
bleaching; manicuring and shampoowater
ing.
Electrolytic
automatic
massage. 614 West Gold avenue.
Auto phone 279.

a--

7

For full particulars see any agent, or address

Graduate of Parisian Institute.

CHIEF OP POLICE COLLINS.

St Louis, Chicago,

Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best The only way with two through
trains dally, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dining cars, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

Late of New York city. The latest
scientific appliance and up to date
methods fo treating the hair, face

Mrs. Bessie Hollister, a beautiful choir soloist, murdered after
being held a prisoner in a barn by a youthful assailant.
Mrs. Bertha Tyorka, fatally assaulted in her own home by an
unknown man.
Mrs. Louise Gentry, artist of national fame, slain by a roomer in
her mother's flat. He escaped.
Mrs, F. E. Mlze, accosted by
man on the street In a fashionable
neighborhood, while with a friend. When she resisted the man shot
her dead.
Mrs. E. W. Sptth witnessed an inhuman assault upon her daugh
ter, Frances, 6, too late to prevent mortal injuries.
Amelia Olson murdered in vacant lot, and her body thrown into a ditch.
Ida Vlerkow died in a ditch, slain by an unknown man.
Ralph Ross and an unknown young man found dead In the St.
James Hotel. Both were shot through the head.
ft
ft
ft
ft ft
A A A A A
ft
ft
A A ft
A A A
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Rock Island System

MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,

FEW OF THEM.

t

El Paso & Southwestern System

a

BEAUTY

JANUARY 29. 108.

Communication Made Easy

Victims

Steps Should Be Taken at Once to
Prevent Further Trouble.
Here In Albuquerque, as In other
cities and towns, dyspepsia and sloui
ach troubles are ensnaring victims In
a most insidious way.
use
now and soothe,
the
Irritated walls of the stomach and
strengmen tne gastric follicles so
that they will pour out their dally sup- Ply or digestive materials with regu
larlty.
The nthe headaches, sleep
lessness, specks before the eyes, poor
appetite, tired reelings and nervous
ness will disappear, and you can eat
what you want at any time you like,
Just one little tablet out of a 60
cent box before meals, for a few days
and you will soon regain perfect health
and strength, and have no fear of in
digestion or stomach troubles.
Ask
H. O'RIelly & Co. to show you the
guarantee under which they sell this
remedy.

CITY OF THE COUNTRY AT THE MERCY OF FIENDS AND
CHIEF OF POLICE'S ADMISSION THAT WOMEN
DEGENERATE
ARE NOT SAFE OUT AT NIGHT.

LIFE TERM

Ensnaring

CRIME

SECOND

tuniiuuiiitv)

MONDAY,

tint warn, 0

m

M).

frrl.
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or s rotii
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Coppr aviuea.
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evening citizen.
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MONDAY, JANUARY 29, 1906.
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strange to nnne of the Banner's readers that, al houph the sunflower Is the A
FAIR CHANCE
state flower, persons will chew the
seed. But the seed, the hulls of which Is all we ask In order to demonstrate
are so annoying to Mr. Kuglar, are the wonderful merit of Hottetter'a
not from our beloved state flower
Stomach Bitter In cases of Stomach,
It they were, Kuglar wouldnt care Liver
or Bowel disorders, lou'll be
how many hulls were spit on the floor agreeably
surprised and wonder why
but the seeds are from a sunflower you suffered
so long when the me II
which Is a native of ltussla and are
brought to this country by the Rus- cine to cure you was witnin your
reach.

BEAUTY

and unsurpassed quality are
the featurea In our mammoth
furniture emporium, which,
coupled with a low price,
makes a pleasing combine,
lion to the eye ag well as the
pocketbook, .and appeals to
the artistic and economical
alike. See out line jnt dining
room sets, all prices; pictures In new and original designs, with frames finished
to match the furniture. Mall
orders solicited.
J. D. EMMONS,
COR. COAL AYR. & 2D ST.
474. West and of viaduct.
Colo, phone, 177; Auto phone,

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

FAVORITISM IN RAILROAD RATES

sians, who love to chew the seed. This
variety of sunflower will not grow tn
Kansas on account of hot winds. The
Russians who live In Marlon county
have them shipped from North Dakota, and at Lehigh, a small town in
that county, over 2f)0 pounds were
sold last year. When the Russians go
for a little, trip they will fill their
pockets with sunflower seed and are
us happy with a mouthful of these
seeds as are some with a wad of tobacco, but It Irritates the genial conductor of the M. & M. branch to skate
through the coaches on a coating of
freshly pplt hulls. Holyrood, Kansas,
Banner.

.

HOSTETTER'S

PACK SEVEN.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All Kinds of Fresh

and Salt Ms.ts.
Steam Sausage Factory,
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street

Wholesale Grocers

xxxrxxuxTxxxxtxxxxxxiirix
rum vfdv nun
h i
P
reco stable a

inn

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Corner Second and Marquette.

STOMACH BITTERS

H

Is the only medicine you need to cure

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Poor Appetite, Flatulency, Heartburn,
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Chills, Coitis,
Grippe, Costiveness or Biliousness.
MINERAL PRODUCTION
OF PINOS ALTOS AND
CENTRAL DISTRICTS.

C. GRANNIS,
Prop,
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., S00 Red.
Day and Night Hack.
Albuquerque,
New
Mexico.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

M

uM
H

The following tables show the production or two of the principal mining xxxxxxxxxxxxxrxxxxxxtxxxxx
districts of Grant county, for the years
RIONEER BAKERY
TARIFF OF SECOND
1903 and 1904, as compiled from staSIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros)
CLASS COLON! vT RATES tistics gathered by Prof. F. A. Jones:
Central District 1903.
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
Gold Fine ounces, 2,03(1.30; value,
We desire patronage and we guar
The passenger department of the $54,497.
first class baking.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway
Silver Fine ounces, 5,321; value, 207 S. First Street- Albuquerque.
company has Issued a tariff of second $2,851.
Copper Pounds, 6,958,958;
class colonist rates to take effect
Established ! 1882
value.
February 15, and to be in effect until $788,t88.
fm G.
April 7. Some rather startling differ- - Lead Pounds, 4,012; value, $170.
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
erences in rates worn Chicago to
Total value, $846,188.
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees. Im
points in California, and from Chicago
Central District 1904.
boden's Granite Flour.
Gold1 Fine
to Albuquerque are brought out. "
ounces, 260.02; value
For Instance, the rate from Chicago to Los Angeles, a distance
Silver Fine ounces, 282; value.
of
Stap1
2264.9 miles, is $33, while the rate $163.
Groceries
Copper
from Chicago to Albuquerque, a disPounds, 3,264,208;
value,
tance of only 1376.8, or 888 miles less, $424,347.
Is $32, the extra 888 miles from here
Lead Pounds. 11,977; value, $515. Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
to Los Angeles only costing l more.
Earth.
Total value, $430,390.
The rate from Kansas City to Los AnPinos Altos District 1903.
Free Delivery.
geles, a distance of 1,806.5 miles, is
Gold Fine ounces, 1.379; value. Orders Bollclted.
$25, while the rate from Kansas City $28,506.
tU South Second Street.
Silver Fine ounces, 21.030; value,
to Silver City, N. M., a distance of
1,196.6, or 610 miles less, Is $25.90. It $11,265.
costs but 25 cents more to iro from I Copper
11,209;
Pounds,
value,
riRE
Kansas city to Los Angeles than It fi.s.s
INSURANCE.
does to go from Kansas City to Santa
Lead Pounds. 25,005; value, $1,062.
Secretary Mutual Building
Total value, $42,316.
Office at .1. c Raldrldge's
Albuquerque Is gaining a world-wid- e
Pinos Altos District 1904.
yard.
Gold Fine ounces, 2.777.21; value,
reputation as a health resort and there
is no doubt but what if the Santa Fe $57,410.
TOTI A Off API
railroad would make a rate from their I Silver Fine ounces, 37,229
value,
eastern points to this city that would , 121,534.
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Copper
Pounds, 104,069
be any ways near proportionate to
Grain and Fuel.
value.
$13,529
rate
they make to their favorite
the
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
city, Los Angeles, this city would get
Lead Pounds, 2,653: value. $114.
and Cigars. Place your orders for
many of those who continue on to Los
Total value, $92,587.
this line with us.
Angeles, simply because it costs them
NORTH THIRD STREET.
nothing more, and sometimes not as
Perfection Attained.
much, than It does to come to
Perfection can only be attained In the
M. DRAGOIE
physical by allowing Nature to appropriate and not dissipate her own reDealers In
A Modern Miracle.
sources. Cathartics gripe, weaken
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
"Truly miraculous seemed the re- dissipate,
while DeWltt's Little Eearly
covery of Mrs. Mollle Holt of this
simply expel all putrid matter Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
place," writes .1. O. R. Hooper, Wood- Risers
all kind of Fresh Meat
bile, thus allowing the liver to asford, Tenn., "she was so wasted by and
normal activity. Good for the 800 North Broadway, Corner of Washcoughing up puss from her lungs. sume
ington
Avenue, ALBUQUERUH.N. M
complexion.
How,
Houston
Doctors declared her end so near that Tex., says: W. H.years
I
"For
have
used
the family had watched by her bed- Little Early Riser Tills In my family
A. D.
side forty-eigh- t
hours: when, at my No better pill cat. be used for
constl
urgent request Dr. King's New Discovery was given her. with the aston- pation." Sold by all druggists.
ishing result that Improvement began,
NOTICE OF 8AlE.
and continued until she finally completely recovered, and Is a healthy
Notice Is hereby gjiven that the
woman today." Guaranteed cure for undersigned will
for sale and sell
coughs and colds. 60c and $1.00 at all at public auctionoffer
to the highest and
druggists. Trial bottle free.
best bidder for cash, on the 9th day
of February, 1906, at the hour of 10
CAUGHT IN A WRECK
AND STOPPED OVER HERE. o'clock In the forenoon, at the front
F. G. Caldwell of Pittsburg, Pa., is door of the postofflee In the City of
Atmiquerque, New Mexico, the
here renewing old acquaintances. Mr. lng
described property,
Fifty
Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
8tock
Jo
had charge
supplies and horse-powe- r
and
pumpPar
V
Solitaire mine near Kingston. When
the,
I.
ing outfits.
per
on his way here Mr Caldwell got!al"G .of
308.
Colorado
caught in a railroad wreck and
f"
"fH8la Jor lne pur''0,se Automatic 'Phone,
Red 131.
so badlv Inlurert tbt he w Mmii.,'f satisfying
Gustav
Decker against the American
ed to remain In
Albuquerque two
N. PEACH & CO.
m
'
LV'"?y,
weeks or more and he now gets
"",u
dkihuiiiio couniy
about with the aid of a cane. Mr. on the
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
21st day of OWober, 1904, for
Caldwell is here on mining business.
the sum of $8509.32. with Interest Automatic 'phone, 635. Office, 208 H
Hlllsboro Advocate.
West Gold Avenue.
thereon at the rate of ten per cent
per annum and costs of suit.
Indigestion Overcome.
D.
McMILLEN & RAYNOLDS,
Indigestion is easily overcome by th
Attorneys for Gustav Becker.
use of Kdol Dyspepsia Cure, Because
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
this remedy digests what you eat and
PUBLIC.
Half the World Wonr
gives the stomach a rest allows It to
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
how
the
half
lives.
other
Th.vse
who
recuperate and grow strong again
Automatic Telephone, 174.
Kodol relieves Indigestion, Belching o use Bucklen'a Arnica Salve never
If
wonder
will
It
Cuts,
cure
OCOCXXXXXX)COCOCXXXXXX)CO
Wounds,
Gas, Sour Stomach. Heart-Buretc..
a1"" unisons;
D"":s anu
and enables the
i
WE GIVE
u w
ra
Mrs'
Shy,
transform all foods into the k.n ofi1"?? k"
You best satisfaction
In
Keynoids
mill
street.
rtr.y.
Snrlnttleld.
J.
w..u
.v., i.-manes
uiwu iuai
iieaim miu III., says: "I regard it one of tht abwork.
strength. Sold by all drugglsta.
solute necessities of housekeeping."
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
Guaranteed by all druggists, 25c.
SPECIAL RATES TO COLORADO.
COCOCOCJOCICOCOCOCOCICOCXXC
Western live stock show and joint
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
convention of the American Stock
tpccoyxocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxm
Growers' association. National Live
Notice is hereby given that the unCrrlllo:. Ammrlcmn Block 8
Stock association and National Wool dersigned. Francisco Arniljo y Otero,
Growers' association,
Denver, Colo., has been duly appointed by the proJanuary 29 and February 3, 1906. For bate court of Bernalillo county. New
the above occasion the Santa Fe will Mexico, as administrator of the essell excursion tickets to Denver, Col tate of his
wife, Margarita
orado Springs and Pueblo and return Montovn Ha deceased
irtnltA
ah i..nn. v
at the rate of one fare plus $2 for the are Indebted to her said estate are
round trip,
T. E, PURDY
nereny notified to call upon the unAgent. dersigned and pay the Rame, and all
COKE - ' MILL WOOD
claims against
estaio must be
One Minute Cough Cure contains not presented to thesaidundersigned
KINDLING
within
an atom of any harmful drug, and H the time required by law.
has been curing Cougs, Colds, Croup
FRANCISCO ARMIJO Y
and Whooping Cough so long that It Administrator of the estate OTERO.
of Marga-rltproven
has
itself to be a tried and
Montoya
Armljo. deceased.
true friend to the many who use It. Old Albuquerque,deNew
BOTH 'PHONES
Mexico, JanuSold by all druggists.
ary 6, 1906.

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking.
We fcsve added to our already well equipped lanndery a machine wfth which we can
handle

woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are just like new. U other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

PRATT &ICO.

ooxxxxxxxxxyoooooooocooom
"GOOD HORSES1"
WHY
NOT GOOD HARNESS?
Make matters match. If you're the
proud possessor of a fine horse or
team see to It that their equipment is
In keeping with their worth. We have

and Fancy

on

a reputation for turning out harness
which bears critical inspection from
any viewpoint strength, style, durability, price moderation. As to the
latter, we will be glad to quote you
cost any time you ask It. Please ask.

A. E. WALK BR,

What Is the answer to this picture?
Or rather, what Is the question to It?
The question is this: What Is the use of a protective
tariff?
Ea8t Bt Louls at 15 cents Per 100
poundPOte,, a't B08 frm B8t0n
If It Is domestic salt, It pays Just 23 cents.
.Could anybody stand patter than this?
8eenlS l
0,,t the 8 Ce1t Pr 100 1,011,1(18 Uuy on
bulk BaeitdlfferenCe
In this case, your long suffering friend, Mr. C. People, nays the freight
and the duty, too.

RAILROAD TOPICS
J. R. Cook. Hugh Gallagher and F.
Division Superintendent Gibson, durA. .Baird, all employes of the Santa ing his stay in
the city, stated that
Fe, were In the city yestreday
San Marcial, returning today.

from the residents of Winslow were very
much frightened during the recent
earthquake shocks that were feltt here.
J. J Coleman, of Chicago, assist- He stated that many
fled from their
ant geu ral freight agent for the Santa nouses, and as tne ground
Fe system, has arrived in tne city and to shake, fell on their knees,continued
praying
will remain several days on company to be spared if
the world was coming
business.
to an end. 'He said that great excitement prevailed for several hours.
Mrs. W. K. Etter, wife of the superintendent of the Rio Grande diMorris H. Reed, who has been chief
vision of the Santa Fe, arrived in the of the literary and advertising
departcity yesterday from San Marcial, and ment of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa
spent the day with her husband, W. Fe, with headquarter
In Galveston,
K. Etter.
has been appointed chief assistant to
W. H. Simpson, general manager of
A shipment of laborers by the
the literary bureau of the Santa Fe
Construction company, was system, with headquarters at Chicago.
made from this city Saturday night The appointment is effective February
1. Mr. Reed is to be succeeded In his
to Needles, Cal., about twenty-fivteamsters and laborers being In the present position by Carl J. Birchfleld,
who is private secretary to General
party.
Passenger Agent Keenan of the Gulf
superintendent of lines.
Arthur
motive power for the Santa Fe, arCharles Willis Fay, 40 years old,
rived in Albuquerque lat night and
will continue on his way to his head- trainmaster, chief dispatcher and car
quarters at Topeka, Kan., today. Mr. accountant of the Santa Fe Central
Lovell has been making a tour of the railway company, died suddenly Friday afternoon at his home in Santa
coast lines.
Fe, of pneumonia. The fatal malady
H. S. Young, of Brooklield, Mo ac- was contracted last Sunday a week
companied by his wife, has arrived In ago, when Mr. Fay removed his coat
the city and in all probability will in the cold air to do work in the yard
make Albuquerque their home in the at his home. He leaves a wife, and
future. Mr. Young is a car construc- son 6 years old, who will have the
tor and will likely go to work for the sympathy of a large circle of friends.
The remains will be taken to ColumSanta Fe in this city.
bus, Wis., for burial.
E. J. Gibson, division superintendent
of the Wlnslow division of the Santa RUSSIANS CHEW SUNFLOWER
SEED SAME AS TOBACCO.
Fe, left in his private car, No. 411,
Harry Guglar, of the M.
this morning, a special engine pull- & Conductor
M. branch of the Santa Fe. can
ing the csr, for Wlnslow, after spending Sunday In this city on an inspec- stand lots of "grief In hid railroad
work, but it makes him lose his gention trip.
tle disposition to have passengers
Mrs. M. A. Helm, the wife of a Santa spit the hulls of sunflower seeds on
It may seem
Fe trainman at Winslow. who has the coach floors.
been visiting in Albuquerque, has
gone to Pueblo, Colo., where she
will visit with friends, prior to ner return home to Winslow the first week
in February.
e
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SCREEN DOORS
Both Phone

Third and Marquette

BAIN
and

i

OLD

X,.0?'

HICKORY

WAGONS
J.Korber&Co,
WHOLESALE
mnd RETAIL
Albuquerque, N.

A. SLEYSTER

rfltlv n.n.
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The Standard Keating
Plumbing Company

Auto phone, 671.

..i11

COAL
$6.00 Per
Ton

W. H. Haiti

o

...OUR...

Tolu, Ter and Wild Cherry
is not as good as a prescription from your doctor, but It is prepared
with as much care, and is the best all 'round "hit or miss" Cough
Syrup we know of.

The Williams
117

& Co
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Located on the Bclcn

WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

Dtg

Co.

Beth 'Phonos.

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

M.

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santo

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N M.,

1

Enfll.

re

r

Railway

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago
Kansas Uty, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town aod Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
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led by Mrs. Burns and Mrs. J. T. Bar-- !
Cal., arrived In;
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WILL CO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
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We need a

nrst-cl.- ..

h.kery. t.llor ..op. she. house.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS
ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

, raclough, of Oakland,

wel.r.

plu.b,., .hoa,,..,n,

DEEDS
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The
Belen
Town
and Imorovement Comoanv
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Colorado phone 284.

1

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

M.L

M,

WE EXPECT
to be called upon to doctor burst water
pipes this coming cold spell, and we
have made provision for emergencies.
Among them let's name the telephone
and night calls. We like to sleep as
well as the next follow, but If you're
In plumbing trouble don't hesitate to
let us know promptly. Our excellent
work and moderate charges will keep
us busy.

"'

R. B. Burns, chief engineer for tne
roast lines of the Santa Fe. with head
quarters lu Los Angeles, accompan

the city Saturday night on board of
Division Superintendent E. J. Gibson's
private car. No. 411, leaving last night
for Santa Hosalla, Mexico, where he
goes In the hones that th water of
ihe hot sprlnKs ihere will relieve him

Gmral Building

IS TS IL :S

K.--

men and equipment that are Just now
finishing the work on the Eldorado
branch south of Florence, Kansas.
The Newton Republican says: Operating officials of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe have decided to
transfer the headquarters of the superintendent of the eastern Kansas division of the system from Topeka to
Emporia. C. T. McLellan is the superintendent of this division and with
him will be sent to Emporia an office
force of eight or nine persons. It is
expected that the change will take
I
place within the next sixty days.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

in

to-wl- t:

CO,

ooocxxx)cococoococococooei
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Al Moore, of Newton, ha lauded
another big contract from the Santa
Fe.
He will build a fifty-fiv- e
mile
branch on the Pecos Valley line from
Canon City, thirty miles south of '
A'uiarillo, to Plainvlew.
Mr. Moore
expects to commence the work in a '

ALBUQUERQUrTcARRIAGE

JOHNS ON

P. Ripley, trainmaster, was in from from an attack of rheumatism,
San Marcial yesterday, returning to which he has been suffering from
for
that place today.
some time past.

Frank R. Armstrong has tendered
his resignation as chief clerk, to E.
G. Humph rey,
division freight imd
passenger agent of the Southern" Pacific at Tucson. Mr. Armstrong has
accepted a position as freight agent
of the Pacific Electric Railway company, vith headquarters at Los Angeles.

"RcK?S.Ss''

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

ALBUOUEHOUJ2

PAGE EIGHT.

CITIZEN

EVENING

news of the death of bin son, J. A. goes to take a course In mechanical
Greenleaf, "which occurred nt Port- engineering at the Vanderbllt univerland, Ore., where the young man. who sity. Mr. Lehr has not l,een keening
was 86 years of age, had been work- iKioks at the bank for some time past.
ing. The message did not give any
Mrs. Daniel Barto. of Oyster Bay,
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Patent Colt, Box Calf, Vici Kid,

Men's Good Clothes Cheap

ooooooooooooo
New Goods

1-0- 0

are being constantly received, which
Insures our customers receiving perfectly fresh articles. We handle only
tile best '.nd most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and sell
prices.
them at
k

F. F. TROTTER
Nos.

St

118 and 120 South Second
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NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS

i

Successors to Mr. H. E. Fox.

t

Having purchased the stock and good will of Mr. H. E. Fox
solicit your patronage.
In the above business, we respectfully
1, two black walnut
February
We shall offer for sale for delivery
wall cases and tome up to date show cases, to make room for our
Call at the store and Inspect them.

Sooth Second Street

The Arch Front

SIMON STERN

Liquid Measure

GEO. W. HICKOX & CO.

new furnishings.

a shot
Sale Ends

HAVE YOU BEEN IN ?

TEN STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM

JAVA'

men

Wednesday Niglit, Jan. 3

Kangaroo, style, strength, service, taste in every pair. The
best fitting because they are
carefully made over correct lasts
The best service because the exact Goodyear welt stitching will
not allow other than the best
quality of leather. An insole
free from wax, tacks and threads

bed-roc-

'

MONDAY, JANUARY 29, 1906.
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THE BIRDSELL WAGON

o

WORLD'S

DIAMONDS

watches, rings and general jewelry stock, at
bargain rates.
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES.

All sizes and values

HENRY YANOWf the Pawn Broker
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.

114

Private entrance on side street.

oooooooooo
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o

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote

Lumber,
Roofi ng.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
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LUMBER

First and Marquette,

-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

EVERETT

Diamond Palace
RAILROAD AVE.

l

WHITNEY COMPANY!

North First Street
and Arizona.

First Street

Wholesal Distributers for New

ALBUQUERQUE

o

qix-rqu-

P00 ooooooooa
WHERE TO DINE WELL

O0000000

Santa Fe Restaurant

.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

nTrs
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F. MYERS Proprietors
Auto. Phone 185

C

'
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SPECIAL ON MEN'S SHOES

All Odd Pairs of Shoes in this Sale only $2.25, worth from
'
$3.00 to $4.00 per pair.
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WASHBURN CO.

19 WEST GOLD AVENUE

122 HOUTM SECOND STREET

f
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"SHE" LIKES
FLOWERS
"aae"

Is
Whether
heart, the most a'
menibrsnco U a bomiu.
ful flowers. We Just n
thinking, perhaps, you
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SANTA

Colo. Phone 197

AlOW IS THE TIME to buy your Heating Stoves.
them out at actual cost.
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The Bale goes steadily on. We are clearing our shelves of all Winter
Goods. Ask to see our Suits at $10. CO, $13.50 and $14.75
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of Stoves and Ranges
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AND INSPECT the largest stock
CALL the
Southwest.
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We are

215 West Ratroad Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE,
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